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Volume CXV, Issue 6
ECOS targets Trustees
photo by Ben Spieldenner
ECOS activists prepare for guerilla theatre at Kittridge.
Group circulates investmentpetition
Erin Patterson
Staff Writer
The student group Environmen-
tal Concerns of Students spon-
sored "Rainforest Week" this week
in order to raise campus awareness
concerning environmental issues.
Many activities were held through-
out the week, some of which will
continue until the end of the week.
The group is working to raise
awareness of the conduct of cor-
porations in which the College
holds investments. The College's
holdings in Shell Oil are a main
target of the week's activities.
"Shell has inhibited the human
rights of the natives of Nigeria as
well as destroyed much of the
natural environment," said Marie
Egawa '99, a coordinator of the
week's activities. "Shell is one
corporation playing a role in de-
stroying rainforests and infringing
on human rights."
One way the group is raising
awareness to the college is through
"guerilla theatre," spontaneous
demonstrations designed to raise
awareness by bringing the issues
closer to students.
The demonstrations, concerning
the exploitation of people by oil
companies, have occurred
V Comedian Mark Anthony
will be appearing in the Under
ground at 10 p.m. tonight.
Tr T
throughout the week during meals
at both Lowry and Kittredge.
ECOS has also been circulating
a petition asking the Board of
Trustees to stop investing in cor-
porations such as Shell Oil and in-
stead invest in "socially respon-
sible" companies that deal with
animal and human rights and en-
vironmental issues, such as Time
Warner.
"We are using Shell because we,
the college, can see what affect our
decisions have on greater issues,"
said Egawa.
"These are universal human
right issues that effect everyone,"
said Matt Lang '02, also a coordi-
nator. "We contribute to it by go-
ing to a college that supports cer-
tain things." The group is attempt-
ing to secure a meeting with the
Trustees to discuss their concerns.
Tonight, Kwame Dixon of the
Black Studies and political
science departments will be
speaking at 7:30 p.m. in Luce
Formal Lounge.
He will be speaking on topics
such as the Shell Oil issue in Ni-
geria and on human and environ-
mental issues in South America.
After his speech the floor will be
opened to discussion.
V Laura D'Andrea
Tyson, former national
economic advisor will lecture on
"Placing American Economic Is-
sues in a Global Perspective"
Tuesday in McGaw at 7:30 p.m.
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WSAS funding process
Jamie Mapes
Dawn Packer
Questions regarding conflicts of
interest and undue influence swirled
around the funding of the Wooster
Scottish Arts Society at the Student
Government Association's funding
meetings last week. The WSAS is-
sues were the main topic of debate
and discussion at the meetings on
both Wednesday and Thursday
nights.
The Arts Society, formed this year
to supplement the activities of the
Scot Band, originally requested
$1,340 from SGA. The Funding
Allocations Committee (FAC) cut
their request by 50 percent, leaving
the group with $675.
The FAC is composed of four
Senators - Katherine Varney 00,
Christian Hunter '01, Joe Davis '01,
and Jon Pollack '99 - who volun-
teered for committee membership.
Schiffrik chairs the group.
Vice-Preside- nt of Student Affairs
Ryan Dansak '00 observed that two
Panel discusses domestic violence
Jon Lindsay
Staff Writer
Awareness through education was
the emphasis of the Every Woman's
House sponsored panel discussion
on domestic violence the Thursday
night before Fall Break. The sub-
ject was discussed by panelists from
legal, medical and social work back-
grounds answering questions from
their field of expertise before the
audience composed largely of
Wooster community members and
a handful of students assembled in
Gault Hall.
Though men as well as women are
victims of domestic violence, the
panelists focused on cases of female
victims. Bobbie Douglass, the di-
rector of Every Woman's House
(EWH ), acting as moderator, began
by giving facts that high-lighte- d the
reality of domestic violence locally
as well as nationally. Just this year,
six women have been killed in the
Northeast Ohio area due to domes
V Jason Comwell from MTV's
the Real World-Bosto- n will
speak on "Exploring the Real
World" in Scheide on Monday at
8 p.m.
Why
Newspaper
of the five FAC members. Pollack
and Davis, are also involved with
WSAS. "I believe it's a conflict to
fund groups that have influence on
the FAC. I would recommend mak-
ing a motion to reconsider this fund-
ing because morally this is a prob-
lem," said Dansak. His specific
complaint was the suggested allo-
cation of $400 for one item, which
he said would "set a dangerous pre-
cedent. He then pointed out that 1 2
of the 20 Senators were also band
members. "This funding is a con-
flict of interest." said Dansak.
"I don't know what all this moral
stuff is," said Schiffrik. "People
with a charter came to us and asked
for money. We could fully fund this
one item and then the group will
have it to use."
After further discussion. Senator
Courtney White '01 motioned to
eliminate a line item request for
$200 because it was a perishable
item. The motion passed, leaving
the WSAS allocation at $475. White
then motioned to add $250 for the
tic violence, and in the United
States, a woman is physically
abused every nine seconds.
Addressing the legal side, Wayne
County Sherrif Mauer, Prosecutor
Christine Williams and Public De-
fender Joi Hemphill explained their
roles in abuse cases and the protec-
tion offered by Ohio law. Most no-
tably, the laws have greatly im-
proved for the protection of the
abused. In the state of Ohio, an ac-
cused abuser is considered an of-
fender against the state. The abused
becomes a witness of the state and
is not required to press charges.
This is significant because it takes
pressure off the abused, said Sharron
Nissley of EWH. Nissley said that
abused women most often remain in
an abusive relationship for reasons
that come largely from social pres-
sures. "Maintaining a family at all
cost is very important to most
women." said Nissley. These rea-
sons aid in understanding why a
woman is abused an average of
seven times before she leaves her
V As part of the Lay
I Academy of Religion lec-
ture series. Harrv Eberts
will speak on "The Rise of Bible
Criticism" in Lean Lecture Hall
at 7:30 p.m. Wednesday.
V Trustees Weekend runs to-
day through Saturday.
do you needpins? It would be
a lot cheaper not to use them.
Daren Batke '02, on SASM funding
for National Coming Out Day
Thursday, October 15. 199H
draws fire
purchase of a snare drum, which was
included in WSAS' original request
This too passed, leaving the alloca-
tion at $725. This amount was ap-
proved by the Senate, voting 10-- 1.
with 3 abstentions.
After the vote, several Senators
registered their displeasure. "I think
this is wrong of SGA. I feel like
the Scot Pipers just voted them-
selves a lot of money." said Dansak.
White and Senator Toni Cassarino
'01 both concurred with the remark.
Pollack, a member of both the
FAC and the Scot Band, defended
the decision. "We all take science
classes so we all have an interest in
the science organizations. Does that
mean we can't vote on science
stuff?" he asked rhetorically.
Bekeny asked the Senate to move
on to the next group and drop the
WSAS issues for the evening. But
the next night of meetings saw more
debate, beginning with White's
please see SCOTTISH ARTS AT
CENTER OF DEBATE, page 2
abuser.
The personal nature of domestic
violence makes it difficult for the
abused to come forward. Those who
are alert to the visible signs of abuse
can help the abused help themselves.
Often though, reaching those in
need of help is difficult. Dr. Wayne
Bare of the Wooster Clinic told of
cases he has seen where the batterer
accompanies the woman to the
clinic and keeps a suspiciously pro-
tective watch. In these cases. Dr.
Bare can discreetly signal his con-
cern by leaving an EWH pamphlet
in the women's restroom.
Please see ANTI-VIOLEN- C E
SOLUTIONS, page 4
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Sometime over Fall Break, a rainbow flag was stolen from Scot
Cottage, known as "Safe House." The flag had been hanging outside
of a second-stor- y window. Residents noticed it missing last Wednes
day morning, and notified Campus Security. No suspects or motives
are known at this time.
Last Friday, a College studeat reported to Security and the Wooster
Police that her lap-to- p computer and CD player had been stolen out of
the cabinet of her study carrel in Gault Library. The student claimed
that she had locked the cabinet when she left and that only she and the
library staff have keys to it, but police found no signs of forced entry.
Saturday, the Wooster Police were contacted by Officer Martin Volkar
of College of Wooster Security. According to Volkar, a person or
persons unknown had stolen one of the campus golf carts at 8:35
p.m. The golf cart was recovered at 8:49 p.m. near Bissman Hall but
was stolen again at 12:21 a.m. and had not turned up yet. The cart is
valued at $2,000. Volkar explained to the officer that it was Home-
coming Weekend on the campus and that one of the alumni may have
taken the cart, but also said that it would probably turn up again The
officer classified the incident as "Grand Theft Golf Cart."
Sunday, Jennifer Ferguson '99 reported to College of Wooster Se-
curity and Wooster Police that a man had flashed her at 8:30 p.m.
while she was walking home along Memorial Walkway. According
to Ferguson, while passing her, the man had lifted his flannel shirt to
reveal that his genitals were hanging out of his pants. Ferguson de-
scribed the man as being a thin, white male, about 5'8" tall, looking
23-2- 5 years old, with brown hair, crooked teeth and a glazed-ov- er
look. Ferguson also said that he didn't look like a college student,
because he didn't look smart enough. Currently, C.O.W. Security is
not only keeping an eye out for the man, but may be stepping up pa-
trols of the Memorial Walkway area.
Police :
Last Friday, Officer Nakia Hendrix of the Wooster Police Depart-
ment pulled over Timothy A. Hopkins, 38, for ninning a red light.
While examining the identification of Hopkins and his companion in
the car, Jane E. Miller, 30, the police discovered that Miller had a--
warrant for her arrest for failure to appear for an arraignment on the
charge of posession of cocaine and drug paraphanalia. They arrested
Miller, then searched Hopkins" car and person, finding a crack pipe,
filter, and three rocks of crack cocaine on his person. Both were ar-
rested and Hopkins confessed to the charges of possession of cocaine
and drug paraphanalia both are currently awaiting prosecution.
The following Sunday, Wooster City Police Officer Hendrix pulled
over a grey 1986 Dodge Laser for not having one of its license plate'
lights on. While examining the identities of the car's driver and pas-
sengers (Hector Chavez, Jody M. Hiles, Roy Hilton, Jr. and one Mr.
Havmesser) Officer Hendrix smelled marijuana on the identification
of Chavez and Hiles. After a search of the car, no contraband turned
up. Officer Hendrix asked Hiles, 16, if he could check her purse.
Hiles reluctantly agreed, and Officer Hendrix found a small plastic
container with roaches of marijuana inside. Hiles was then arrested
and handed over to the custody of her mother to await juvenile charges.
The Wooster police were called to the home of Linda Wright, 48, on
Friday to respond to allegations of an assault. According to Wright,
upon coming home earlier that day she found her non-liv- e in boy-
friend, Daniel L. Moore, 34, in a rage after reading a letter from a co-
worker claiming that Wright had been cheating on him. After arguing
with her, Wright claims that Moore hit her four or five times in the
face with his fist, choked her, then pushed her to the ground and left.
Moore claims that he only pushed her down, saying that she could
have hit something when she fell. Wright suffered contusions,
scratches, and a possible broken nose. At the end of the report, the
Wooster police were still investigating the incident.
compiled by Brian J. McFillen
Scottish Arts at center
Funding committee's decision questioned by Senate
continued from page 1
motion to review the WSAS fund-
ing. Parliamentarian Eric Bakken
'99 chose to ignore the motion and
the Senate continued to fund the rest
of the groups on their agenda.
After all groups had been funded,
however, White abruptly left the
meeting. In his absence, the Senate
failed to reach quorum and the en-
tire budget could not be passed.
Bakken called a five-minu- te recess
and when the session resumed the
Senate voted to move into a Com-
mittee of the Whole. All persons
present who were not Senators were
asked to leave, including members
of the Cabinet.
The Committee of the Whole se-
lected Senator Jen Buckley '99 as
its President Pro Tempore. They .
invited both Bekeny and Mizer to
return as observers, along with
Markley. Buckley stated that the
purpose of the committee was to
discuss the issues surrounding the
funding of the WSAS.
The discussion revealed that
WSAS is not a chartered organiza-
tion. Vice-Preside- nt for Academic
Affairs Ben Mizer '99 stated that as
of 6 p.m. Wednesday evening, nei-
ther Campus Council Chair D.J.
Francis '99 nor the Charter Commit-
tee Chair, Maggie Odle '99, had re-
ceived a charter or advisor contract
for the group.
Campus Council rules state that
no student group may receive fund-
ing until its charter has been ap-
proved, but that provisions may be
made for funding if Council has
simply received the charter. Former
FAC member Laura Markley '99,
attending the meeting as an ob-
server, said that "under special cir-
cumstances, funds can be allocated
later." Markley suggested that the
amount allocated to the WSAS not
be used until the status of the char-
ter was determined.
Student Government Funding Totals
Student Allies of Sexual Minorities (SASM)
Babcock International Program
Women In Science
South Asia Committee
Science and Humanities Program .
Pueblo de Esperanza
Dene House
Society of Physics Students
Lighthouse
Student Math Association of America Chapter
Wooster Christian Fellowship
South Asia Committee
Amnesty International
Wooster Scottish Arts Society ' y
Sisters in Spirit :.
Psychology Club .
NOOR
Russian House
Tri-Be- ta Honors Society
NSSLHA
After discussion of the status of
the group's charter, they considered
the procedural integrity of the deci-
sion to fund the Arts Society, as two
of the five FAC members are also
members of the WSAS. All mem-
bers voted when the decision for
WSAS funding was brought before
the Senate.
In a prepared statement, Mizer
expressed his concern that "impar-
tiality and common sense were in
short supply." While making the
point that he "had faith in the integ-
rity of the FAC's members," he
noted that "the Committee did not
freely divulge the information that
its members were connected to a
group receiving funding, nor did its
members abstain from the vote as
they properly should have done,
even if merely to avoid the percep-
tion of impropriety."
Bekeny, himself a member of
WSAS, told the Senate "Please do
not question the integrity of these
Senators on the FAC. They did
their job as they saw fit." He re-
minded that while "the recommen-
dation for funding is the FAC's . . .
the final choice is the Senate's."
In response to a question from
Markley, Secretary Everett Peachey --
'00 confirmed that the FAC mem-
bers who are also involved in WSAS
did vote when the issue came be-
fore the Senate, contrary to the re-
quirement of Robert's Rules of Or-
der that members involved in a
group refrain from voting on issues
that direcdy affect the group in ques-
tion. In addition, Buckley expressed
her concern that the WSAS would
possibly "overlap with an academic
body; that is, the Scot Band." Pol-
lack countered that "We're trying to
do Scottish arts more than is already
organized on campus. The goal is
that we'll do more than they the
Band have."
Senator Toni Cassarino '01 ex-
pressed concern that these questions
$125
$315
$195
$200
$300
$1,000
$70
$300
$60
" $440
$450
$200
$125
$725
$155
$220
$550
$260
$160
$315
of debate
"weren't brought to the attention of
the Senate at the time of the vo-
ting. When it came time to vote,
people who had a problem ab-
stained" rather than addressing the
issues directly.
Varney suggested that the
WSAS issue be set aside until
later. Markley confirmed the pro-
cedure for amending an allocation.
She said that the group's alloca-
tion could be amended out if
someone who had voted affirma-
tively on the initial funding deci-
sion motioned to reconsider, and
received a second from another af-
firmative voter.
Schiffrik was brought back into
the meeting at this point, to wit-
ness the "motion to amend out
Wooster Scottish Arts Society
from funding that we will later
accept so that all the other groups
can get their money," as Buckley
summarized it. The motion
passed.
A recess was then called so that
the total funding allocations could
be tallied. The budget (not includ-
ing WSAS funding) totaled $5,175
and was approved. White re-
quested that the Senate "add to the
agenda for th Oot14 imeeting
the reconsideration for WSAS. It
can be postponed until they have
a charter," he said.
At last night's regular SGA
meeting, the Senate discussed the
WSAS funding suggestion. With
$825 of their $6000 funding bud-
get remaining, the Senate voted
10-1-
-6 to allocate WSAS $675.
HELP WANTED
AT PIZZA-HU- T
Servers needed, flexible
hours, excellent pay
between $8-1-2. Apply at
1831 Beall. See Ken.
SPRINGBREAK Cancun,
Florida, Etc.
Best Hotels, Parties,
Prices, Book Early and
Save!! Earn Money Free
Trips! Campus Reps
Organizations Wanted
Inter-Camp-us Programs
1-800-3-
27-6013
www.icpt.com
FREE CD HOLDERS,
T-SHIR-TS
PREPAID PHONE
CARDS
Earn $1000 PART-TIM-E
ON CAMPUS. JUST
CALL
1-800-9-
32-0528 X64
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Woo drinking above national rate
Angela LaLumia
Staff Writer
A campus-wid- e survey conducted
in February 1998 reveals that 49 per-
cent of Wooster students engage in
binge drinking, seven percent higher
than the national average. Accord-
ing to Nancy Anderson, director of
the Student Health Center, and Ahna
Cattarin, Wooster's alcohol abuse
prevention specialist, binge drink-
ing is defined as four or more drinks
on a single occasion for women, and
five or more drinks for men.
The Core Alcohol and Drug Sur-
vey, used by colleges on a voluntary
basis, was distributed to all dorms
and houses. Surveys from 694 stu-
dents were completed and tallied.
Results of the Core survey were then
compared with 30 other Ohio col-
leges thanks to the Ohio 3 1 coali-
tion, a group initiated by the Ohio
Parents for Drug Free Youth and
then-preside- nt of Ohio State Univer-
sity, Dr. E. Gordon Gee.
Wooster's statistics are higher
than the Ohio 3 1 median. Forty-fo- ur
percent of the.colleges in the
tioBep6fteL?S pdrcefltioftattdents
bing8WrniagflWoifa!texjast barely --fr
fell into the second tier with the 32
percent of the Ohio 31 campuses
who found 36-5- 0 percent of students
binge drinking. Just two more per-
centage points would have placed
Wooster in the bottom tier.
There are several factors that have
contributed to Wooster's higher than
average drinking rates. The Ohio. 31
has cryja-Jtlfp- e .pol-leges'geTCralfy'-ha'veJ- bigltat
of
drinking and drug use because com-
pared to larger state institutions, their
student populations are almost en-
tirely in the 1 8-- 22 age range, which is
the age range of the highest alcohol
and drug use. Also, the average stu-
dent at such an institution has more
disposable financial resources.
Anderson and Cattarin believe that
there is some good news. While 94
percent of students believe that the
average Wooster student drinks at
least once a week, less than half (49
percent) actually drink that frequently.
"Almost everyone overestimates,"
said Cattarin. "Perception and real-
ity are often different," said Anderson.
Still, Wooster's imbibation numbers
are hardly the stuffofadmissions cata-
logues. :
Voice Correction
Last week's article on the Beta
Kappa Phi section's violation of
the Code of Social Responsibility
contained an mistake. The student's
blood alcohol content was actually
0.26, not 0.026. An editor erred.
The Voice regrets the error.
Drinking at Wooster: not always a pretty
Crunching the alcohol numbers
i-- r i ; Perception vs. reality'
Students at Wooster who believe the average
Wooster student drinks at least once a week 94
Students at Wooster who do use alcohol at
least once a week 49
How we compare to the nation
Underage students at Wooster who have drunk
in the last month 72
Underage students nationally who have drunk in
the last month 69
Wooster students who engage in binge drinking 49
Students nationally who engage in binge drinking 42
Wooster's atmosphere
Students who think Wooster's social atmosphere
promotes alcohol use 77
Students who think drinking is central to fraternity
social life . 96
Students who felt pressure to consume alcohol in
the last month 41
Why do Wooster students drink?
It gives people something to do
It facilitates sexual opportunity
V
i
J
photo by Amelia Kayspicture.
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56
Compiled by Angela LaLumia
SGA, CC talk policy
Alex Pries
- Staff Writer
The campus discussion on binge
drinking, and this Voice Special Re-
port, may have been jump-starte- d by
several students' trip to the hospital
after alcohol abuse, but the discus-
sion on campus alcohol policies be-
gan even before those incidents.
The Student Government Asso-
ciation invited Director of Residen-
tial Life Dwayne Davis to their Sept.
30 meeting to discuss concerns over
social events on campus. SGA Vice
President of Student Affairs Ryan
Dansak '00 expressed a concern
"
over how the student body can keep
events on campus. To this question,
Davis replied that this raised "an
interesting dilemma." The major-
ity of the College's student body is
not 21 and cannot drink legally and
the College must abide by state laws
or risk the loss of financial aid.
SGA also wished to address this
issue because, according to. SGA
President Karl Bekeny "99, there is
misconception that "we're support-
ing underage drinking." He added
that the SGA wanted to find solu-
tions and opportunities to make
events safer. Senator Joe Davis '01
said, "How do we keep them safe?"
Dansak, a member of Phi Sigma
Alpha and the Inter-Gree- k Council,
mentioned the suggestion that a
Greek-hoste- d After Hours Cate be
created so people could meet Greeks
in a non-alcohol- ic atmosphere.
Their suggestion was discouraged,
and he said, "We try to sponsor
something strictly non-alcoho- lic ...
and we get shot down." The Greeks'
proposal was later accepted.
After a fraternity was held liable for
Drinking poses problems
Dan Shortridge
News Editor
Despite recent, highly publicized
alcohol-relate- d deaths and riots at
several colleges and universities
around the nation, America's college
population is drinking just as hard
as ever, according to the Harvard
School of Public Health.
A 1997 Harvard study found that
52 percent of drinkers drank to get
drunk, an increase of one-thir- d from
1993. In addition, a 1993 study re-
leased by the school states that 44
percent of U.S. college students en-
gaged in binge drinking during the
two weeks prior to the survey. At
almost a third of the colleges stud-
ied, more than half of the students
binge drank within the past two
weeks.
the death of Scott Krueger. a fresh
man at MIT, students wondered how
liable College groups sponsoring par-
ties are. SGA asked if those who sign
a party contract on behalf of their or-
ganization are liable. To this, Davis
said, "If you do what is reasonable . . .
you reduce your liability . . . You never
get rid of all of your liability."
Campus Council has also addressed
issues of drinking, specifically its re-
lation to Security. Some student lead-
ers have called for Security to stop
their hard line on drinking at campus
parties, charging Security with using
"police tactics" in relation to student
drinking. Students alleged that these
tactics, in combination with the high
costs for contracted campus parties (as
high as $500), have forced many stu-
dents to drink off campus. Dansak
mentioned verbal altercations and an
incident in which an officer poured a
can of beer out onto a student's floor.
Campus Security Director Joe Kirk
reacted to the latter incident, saying.
"There's no excuse for that . . . there's
no excuse for not being able to give
respect." He added that Security in-
vestigates social gathering only when
a complaint is received. Senator Toni
Cassarino '01 asked whether or not
certain residences have a "stigma" and
are therefore patrolled more often.
Kirk replied by saying officers are re-
quired to do three walk-throug- hs of
each dorm every night. Ifofficers find
a door propped, they are required to
walk through the building checking
for intruders.
SGA President Karl Bekeny '99
said that the Senate will be discuss-
ing these issues in the future. "How
we deal with the issues I don't think
is clear yet," he said. "That'll be up
to the Senate."
The study defined binge drinking
as consuming five or more drinks in
a row for men and four or more in a
row for women. Harvard research-
ers concluded that students who
were white, involved in athletics, or
a member of a fraternity or sorority
were more likely to be binge drink-
ers. White students were twice as
likely to binge drink than members
of other racial and ethnic groups,
athletes were one-and-a-h- alf times
more likely, and fraternity or soror-
ity residents were judged to be four
times as likely to binge drink.
The studies come at a time when
alcohol-relate- d deaths on college
campuses are becoming heavily
publicized and discussed.
please see DRINKING
CONTINUES, page 4
cording to Bogner Construction,
soot from that fire was washed off
of the northwest outside wall of
the building during the recent
renovation.
In 1962, after serving as the li-
brary for more than 60 years,
Frick Hall became the art mu-
seum due to the opening of
Andrews Library. 1997 saw an-
other transition for the building
as the art museum moved to the
new Ebert Art Center and reno-
vations began for the Timken Sci-
ence Library.
The year-lon- g four million dol-
lar project was made possible
with a $ 1 .5 million grant from the
Timken Foundation and other
gifts from alumni. Frick will now
house the College's natural sci
drug or alcohol use. Murell said
that they must be shown that the
excuse "I lost control" has no va-
lidity. "Violence is a choice," said
Murrell.
Douglass said that when we think
of domestic violence we think of
spousal abuse, but it is not limited
to that. Relationship abuse is a
form of domestic violence that is
not foreign to our own campus. Joe
- Bob Malekoff
News
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Timken Science Library to be dedicated this Saturday
Jamie Mapes
Assistant Editor-In-Chi- ef
This Saturday, the College will
dedicate the oldest building on
campus for the third time. Frick
Hall, which will officially open as
the Timken Science library at 2:30
p.m.. has also served as the origi-
nal library for both the University
and College of Wooster and as the
campus art museum.
Built in 1900. Frick Hall was
originally The University of
Wooster Library. The building was
a gift of steel industrialist Henry
Clay Frick in memory of his par-
ents, who had lived in Wooster.
After the fire that destroyed Old
Main in 1901, Frick was one of the
few buildings left standing. Ac
Anti-violen- ce solutions
continued from page 1
EWH also offers counseling for
abusive men in its "Another Way"
program, often as part of a convicted
abuser's sentence. Wilbert Murrell,
representing the program, explained
that the first step in the counselling
is to make the abuser take responsi-
bility for his crime. Often the expla-
nations blame both the abused and
The Physical Education Center
(PEC) will be closed all day on Oct.
18 due to the Rusted Root Concert.
Director of Physical Education
Why Study Abroad?
International experience is crucial to a competitive resume. You heed skills to
work in the global arena. NSEP provides opportunities for Americans to study
in regions critical to U.S. national interests (excluding Western Europe, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand). Award amounts are up to a maximum of $8,000
per semester or $ 1 6.000 per academic year.
You must be a U.S. citizen and enrolled as an undergraduate at a U.S. university,
college or community college. Scholarships are for study in Summer '99,
Fall '99 endor Spring '00. For applications, contact your NSEP Campus
Representative or the NSEP office at tel: (800) 6 1 S-NS- EP, e-m- ail: nscpiie.org.
Deadline: Feboury 8,1999.
National Security Education Program
Undergraduate Scholarships
- Institute of International Education
1400 K Street NW, Washington, D.C. 20005
call (800) 6 1 8-NS- EP or (202) 326-76- 97
e-m-ail: nsepiie.org
See our website at: yww.iie.orgnsep "
ence collection, which had previ-
ously been scattered among small
departmental libraries. Timken
currently contains 35,000 books,
ironically 13,000 more than the
building held at its first library
dedication
"I'm intrigued by the symbolism
of the College's most recent reno-
vation being its oldest building and
by the symbolism of the new sci-
ence library being in the College's
first free-standi- ng library building,
which was for all fields of study,
not just science," said Damon
Hickey, director of libraries.
"I'm struck by the connection
the new library provides between
the students of today and tomor-
row and the Wooster students who
used it as a library up to 1962. The
discussed
Kirk. Director of Security, said that
the security office receives two to
three cases a year of violent abuse.
In most cases the abuser is intoxi-
cated. As a campus community, said
Kirk, members need to be educated
so that they can see the often-overlook- ed
warning signs. To fig'ht this,
he called on the men of the commu-
nity, saying, "Men will listen to men
more than they w ill listen to women.
Silence can be seen as condoning."
The few students who attended ex-
pressed disappointment in the lack of
college community representation.
On the content of the discussion,
Scott Greenaway '00. was con-
cerned whether just simply aware-
ness of the problem was enough. "I
would have liked to have heard more
about what they were doing to heal
these problems working from the
base of the problems," said
Greenaway.
Maya Neumann '01 also left the
discussion wanting more. "I think
that many symptomatic factors were
addressed but that they never helped
me understand the underlying
causes of (domestic violence, or a
greater modern context into which
domestic violence fits," she said.
After answering a few questions
from the audience, Douglass con-
cluded the program, once again em-
phasizing that awareness is essen-
tial to progress. "We've come along
way and we have a long way to go,"
she said.
JOIN THE TEAM.
--
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eaD has been bridged," he added.
One of the clearest examples of
the "bridge" Hickey refers to is the
restored main reading room with
vivid friezes and classic columns
with contrasting dark-oa- k wood-
work. Architect Steve M. Foote,
FAIA, of Perry, Dean, Rogers &
Partners", the Boston-base- d archi-
tectural firm that was commis-
sioned for the renovations, recalls
the day Donna Jacobs, science li-
brarian, unearthed an old postcard
depicting the reading room as it
was originally built. "That little
image became a kind of icon for
Drinking
continued from page 3
The 1997 death of 20-ye-ar old
Louisiana State University freshman
Benjamin Wynne from alcohol poi-
soning resulted in the Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity pleading no con-
test to purchasing alcohol for under-
age drinkers. Wynne was found
with a blood alcohol content of .588
percent.
In the aftermath of Wynne's death,
LSU administrators and students
have taken steps to curb underage
drinking. The fraternity has been
permanently banned from the cam-- .,
pus, and a Greek group promoting--non-alcoholi- c
events has been
founded. Drinking is already
banned at LSU's fraternity and so-
rority houses, forcing Greeks to host
functions, which involve alcohol at
off-camp- us locations, usually pri-
vate residences or permissive bars.
In September of that year, MIT
student Scott Krueger was found in
a coma. Krueger had been binge
drinking with members of an MIT
fraternity and was found to have a
blood alcohol content of .41 percent.
The fraternity is now nonexistent,
but prosecutors have charged the
group with manslaughter. "We sent
our son to MIT for five weeks and
came down here to pick him up in a
box," Krueger's mother said.
And in March of this year,
Lorraine Hanna, an 1 8 year-ol- d In-
diana University of Pennsylvania
freshman, was found dead from se-
vere alcohol poisoning at an off-camp- us
apartment. Three other stu-
dents were charged with illegally
providing the alcohol. The of-a- ge
students were allegedly charging
party attendees $5 to drink vodka
and beer.
Not all problems associated with
alcohol result in individual deaths.
Many highly publicized incidents
..
within the past year have involved
crowds of students rioting after par-
ties or in response to administrators
cracking down on alcohol problems.
In April, University ofConnecti-
cut students were arrested after a
weekend full of parties ended in a
the design team, and the postcard
was kept on the wall in the studio
throughout the design process as
a reminder of the original intent,"
said Fogte.
The restoration of the reading
room presented many problems
though. Ted Bogner, president of
Bogner Construction, said "As
with all renovations we came
across some surprises and had to
do a lot of problem solving on
the fly." -
Compiled with information
from News Services.
continues
riot in which students flipped a car
and set it on fire. In May, students
at Michigan State University ri-
oted over campus drinking rules.
Several students were arrested and
1 2 people were injured. : The stu-
dents were protesting the
administration's move to ban al-
cohol at a popular location for pre-footb- all
game tailgate parties.
Michigan State has the highest
number of alcohol-relate- d arrests
in the nation, according to the
Chronicle of Higher Education.
A riot at Washington State that
same month was broken up by po-
lice 'officers using tear gasi and' wa-
ter hoses after students attacked
officers with rocks, bottles, and
bricks.
And in July, about 1,500 people
were involved at a two and-a-half-h- our
riot at Penn State University,
vandalizing cars, street signs and
stores, in what officials described
as an "example of the problem as-
sociated with alcohol abuse."
A 1989 survey of college and
university presidents showed that
almost 70 percent believed that al-
cohol abuse was a "moderate" or
"major" problem at their school.
In the intervening years, many ad-
ministrations have taken steps to
curb drinking. The typical admin-
istration response to alcohol-abus- e
incidents is to provide workshops
during freshman orientation and
publish substance abuse pam-
phlets, say researchers. The aver-
age school, according to George
Mason University researcher
David Anderson, spends $13,300
on substance abuse programs.
Other options, according to the
Higher Education Center for Al-
cohol and Other Drug Prevention,
include forming a campus task
force, creating counseling , and
support groups, registering parties
and student functions which seek
to serve alcohol and working with
Greekorganizations. More active
strategies include "sting" opera-
tions, sobriety checkpoints, ID
checks, advertising restrictions
and criminal prosecution.
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As the Board of Trustees arrives
in Wooster today for its annual visit
to the campus, heading the group
will be its Chairman, Wooster na-
tive and CO. W. alumnus Stanley C
Gault '48. As Chairman of the
Board of Trustees, Gault wields
enormous influence over the future
of the College, yet few members of
the campus community know much
about him. As a public service to
its readers, the Voice presents A
Profile In Power.
Stan Gault is a man accustomed
to power. In his 72 years on earth,
he has befriended presidents, shaped
national policy, led two major cor-
porations and accumulated millions of
dollars in income. In the words of one
Wall Street analyst, "He was a local
boy from Wooster who made good,"'.
He wa$ born, in, Wopsier iiv J.926 !
to Clyde and Aseneth Gault. In
1920, Clyde C. Gault was one of the
original investors in the Wooster
Rubber Company, the corporation
his son would head sixty years later,
known then as Rubbermaid, Inc.
As a boy, Stan Gault worked hard.
He had a paper route, tended coal
furnaces, shoveled snow, mowed
lawns, ancwa&ja cjyjareeVrcJftaner.'
makingthis'firwl-bunk- i deposit attheii
age of 1 1 . This work ethic would
serve him well when he headed both
Rubbermaid and Goodyear.
After serving in the U.S. Army Air
Corps, Gault earned his bachelor's
degree from the College of Wooster
in 1948 but his degree was not,
as some might guess, in business.
Stan Gault was a geology major. He
married his college .sweetheart, Etv--,
glish major Flo, that same year. '
THE MANAGER
In the fall of 1948, Gault began a
3 1 --year career with General Elec
tric, working as a field salesman out
of the Cleveland office. In 1970, he
became a vice-preside- nt and headed
GE's major appliance business
group in Louisville. In 1977, he
worked in Fairfield, Conn., leading the
consumer products and services divi-
sion. And in 1978 he became senior
vice-preside- nt and sector executive for
the Industrial Prod-
ucts and Compo-
nents sector.
But in 1979, it
became clear that
Gault would not
continue his rise to
the top and head
General Electric. GE has tradition-
ally preferred engineers for its top
slot, and Gault's background was in
sales and marketing and, of couic,
geology. One of seven contenders
for the chairmanship of the com-
pany, Gault lost that coi.ipetition o
John F. Welch, Jr. In an interview wth
"The New York Times" in 1983. Gault
said that he "decided I was ; ' 1 to
be a chief executive of a national cor-
poration. And if it wasn't going to be
General Electric, it would be some-
thing else."
RUBBERMAID
In 1980, Stan Gault began his ca-
reer at JfcubbennaidJnc.ii He. had ,
served' as-ymemb- er of the board of
directors for over a year while still at
GE. Now he was selected as the vice-chairm- an
of the board of directors,
stepping up that year to chairman of
the board and CEO. He was now in a
position to carry out his dream of lead-
ing a national corporation.
Gault moved aggressively to pre-
pare Rubbermaid for the coming
economic-recession- . In a series of
moves controversial both then and
now, he supervised a review of the
company's eight business divisions,
sold off three, eliminated a fourth
and reorganized what remained into
two lines of operations, commercial
Features
A man, a plan, a Stan: Gault, Chairman of the Board
Dan Shortridge
News Editor
products and home products. The
reorganization saw a 50 percent
middle-manageme- nt turnover.
Even more controversial were his
next moves: Gault fired 1 1 percent
of Rubbermaid's white-coll- ar and 3
percent of its blue-coll- ar workers.
The company acquired Carlan, Inc.,
in 1981, Little Tykes in 1983 and
When Stanley Gault gets you in a room and
says he wants you to be the acting president,
you tend not to say no.
then-Actin- g President R. Stanton Hales, Feb. 1996
Gott Corp. in 1985. He also brought
in a host of former GE executives.
Seven years after Gault took the
reins, Rubbermaid was back in good
health. By 1987, its number of em-
ployees had almost doubled, its
Saijs ..ere up by $445 million, and
its net earnings had increased by
$48.6 million.
GOODYEAR
In 1991, after 1 1 years at
Rubbermaid's helm, Gault retired.
For 28 days. After a month of the
good life, he accepted a job offer as
chairman and CEO of the Akron-base- d
Goodyear Tire and Rubber
Company. Goodyear was facing
many challenges; its market share
had slipped by 20 percent in six
ears. placing the once-domina- nt
company third in the world. In ad-
dition, the company was almost $4
billion in debt.
Even at age 65, Gault was up to
the challenge. The "Wall Street
Journal" described his strategy as
similar to that which he practiced at
Rubbermaid: "Captivate the con-
sumer with a flurry of new products,
promotions and advertising, while
broadening distributions and market
share." By 1994, Gault's aggres-
sive business strategies again proved
their worth. Goodyear stock rose
by 381 percent from 1991, an indi
cation of the company's robust
health.
In December of 1995, Gault
turned the leadership of Goodyear
over to Sam Gibara, then its presi-
dent and chief operating officer. In
1996, he retired for good.
Gault currently serves on the
boards of directors of
WalMart Stores, Inc..
Avon Products, Inc. and
The Timken Company.
He has served as a direc-
tor of International Paper
Co., PPG Industries. Inc.
and the New York Stock
Exchange. He is also the owner of
an industrial property development
business in Kentucky run by his son
(Stephen C. Gault '73).
FOLLOW THE MONEY
In Stanley Gault's world, power
and money go hand-in-han- d. When
he left GE in 1979, he was making
$400,000. Including salary and
other compensation, such as stock
options, his 1986 Rubbermaid sal-
ary topped out at over $1 million.
After a year as Goodyear's chief,
Gault was compensated $1.82 mil-
lion in base salary, not including
stock options. A year later, in 1993
he brought home $2 million, not in-
cluding the $9.3 million he held in
stock options.
TRUE TO WOOSTER
Gault's roots in Wooster made
him forever loyal to the town where
he grew up and the college he at-
tended. A member of the Board of
Trustees since 1972, he has been
heavily involved in philanthropic
work geared toward thetown and
the College. Gault is a former chair-
man of the United Way campaign
for Summit and Wadsworth coun-
ties; he played a key role, through
the Rubbermaid Foundation, in pur
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chasing and donating the land for
the Wooster High School; and led
the fund drive for the high school's
new recreation and fitness center.
His work with and for the College
is perhaps even more impressive.
Gault served as chairman of the na-
tional steering committee for both
the Campaign for Wooster and the
Campaign for the Nineties, super-
vising the raising of millions of dol-
lars in each effort. He has been ac-
tive in fundraising for many cam-
pus capital projects, including
Scheide Music Center, Kenarden
Hall, Timken Science Library, Ebcrt
Art Center, the Stanley C. and Flo
K. Gault Alumni Center, and the Flo
K. Gault Library for Independent
Study, the 1995 addition to Wooster
libraries dedicated to his wife. Gault
was also involved in the funding of
the Rubbermaid Student Develop-
ment Center.
Gault became Vice-Chairm- an of
the Board in 1985 and was elected
Chairman in 1987. He received the
Distinguished Alumni Award in
1983 and is the only current trustee
to earn an honorary degree from the
College an LL.D in 1992.
DIE HARD REPUBLICAN
Stanley C. Gault is hardly a bleeding--
heart liberal. He is gather a reg-
istered Republican who supports the
North American Free Trade Agree-
ment and the reduction or elimina-
tion of government pensions,
payouts and entitlements, a gener-
ous contributor to Republican can-
didates for office. He has contrib-
uted money to the likes of Senator
Jesse Helms (R-NC- ): Ohio Gov
ernor George Voinovich. now the
Republican candidate for the I'.S
Senate; and former Senator and
Presidential candidate Bob Dole
(R-KS- ). One notable exception to
Gault's contribution pattern is re-
cipient Rep. Tom Sawyer, a Demo-
crat from Ohio's 14th District.
They're the ones who rive biz bucks. Theyre the ones who shape College philosophy. For these reasons alone, its worth looking
at where the rest oj their money goes. , sampling oj iue duutu uj jljusmc u.un.u.uu,ijivn
Joan Carter of Haddonfield, NJ
Rep. Bob Franks (R-N- J) , v
James T. Clarke of McLean, VA
Republican National Senatorial Committee
Republican National Committee .;'-Rep- .
Thomas Davis (R-V- A)
Sen. John Warner (R-V- A) - , ysi
Rep. Edward Markey (D-Mas- s.) ;
Sen. Dianne Feinstein (D-C- A) i ; - y
John C. Dowd of Lakewood, OH
Mary Boyle, D-O- H candidate for Senate
Julia Fishelson of Wooster; OH f
. Democratic National Committee
Democratic Senatorial Campaign Committee
Democratic Congressional Campaign Committee
Sen. Ron Wyden (D-O- R) -
$300
$3,250
$1,250'
. $750
$500- -
$500
.$250.
$500
$214,750
$21,500
$15,000
$2,000 "
Sen. Carl Levin (D-Mic- h.)
Sen.Ted Kennedy (D-Mas- s.)
Sen. Tom Harkin (D-Iow- a)
$1,500
$1,000
$1,000
David II. Gunning of Cleveland, OH
Ohio Republican Central & Executive Committee $4,000
William A. Lbngbrake of Seattle, WA
Washington Mutual, Inc., PAC . $2,400
Sen- - Alfonse DfAmato (R-N- Y) : $500
i'lenrv Luce III of New York. NY
.-Rep-
ublican National Committee . .$1,000
Sen. Daniel PaVick Moynihan (D-N- Y) $1,300
. Sen. Robert Dole (R-K- S) , $250
..Republican Pro-Choi- ce PAC,'. . ; $250
Mary Neagoy of New York, NY
President Bill Clinton . $250
Mikael Salovaara of Bernardsville, NJ
Rep. Rodney Frelinghuysen (R-N- J) $1,750
Sen. Carol Moseley-Brau- n (D-Illinoi- s) $1,250
Sen. John Warner CR-V- A) $1,000
Gov. Pete Wilson (R-C- A) $1,000
Republican National Committee $750
Richard Seaman of Wooster, OH
Gov. George Voinovich (R-O- H) ' ' 1 $21000
"
Rep. Ralph Regula (D-O- H) '
'
' ;:'! $500 "
'Sen. Phil Gramm (R-T- XJ ' $300
Sen. Mike DeWihe" (R4H) $250
Earl Wendell of Nashville, TN
FormerTenn. Gov. Lamar Alexander (R). $1,000
,
Tennessee Unity 96 Committee , ". $1,000
James Wilson of Ogden, UT
, . Rep. James Hansen (R-U- T) ,
.
$1,500
Source: the Center for Responsive Politics (HTn:wttrw.cRr.ORo).
Under the band's kilt.
Brian McFillen
Staff Writer
Of all the mornings in the march-
ing season, homecoming is the hard-
est to get up for. I don't know why
they schedule the Homecoming
Dance into the wee hours of the
morning before gameday. I wasn't
even sure why I was up so early un-
til I looked at the uniform. The
photo by Lou Linden
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Go under the kilt: See what the band is really like
f
s
V
K
black and gold plaid was not the
easiest sight to take first thing in the
morning, but it helped to clear my
head - especially when thinking
about what would happen to my
grade if I didn't go clean up and get
changed.
Our pre-ga- me rehearsal ended
at 11:15 a.m. and we hurried to get
lunch, then met again an hour and
ten minutes later at Freedlander.
Theater to get ready to parade over
to the stadium.
We took off at 12:30 and as the
band marched to cadences from the
percussion section, we were fol-
lowed by the cheerleaders and three
"floats" (cars with people or things
piled or taped onto them, anyway).
Around us, Wooster was changing
for fall before our very eyes, with
the trees adopting new colors and a
crisp, cool feel in the air it was
like being inside an admissions bro-
chure. Following the parade, the
band gathered on the hill west of the
football field and marched in for
pre-gam- e.
Pre-ga- me went off without a
hitch. After the pipers had piped the
team down the hill, the team charged
between the two lines of band, elic-
iting cheers from the audience. As
the team passed through, the band
launched into Wooster's fight song
"Black and Gold," then marched off
once the charge was finished.
After pre-gam- e, we retired to the
stands to play occasional tunes and
await half-tim- e. One thing that I
never realized before I came to
Wooster is that the band has a job
besides performing tunes and cheer-
ing for the football team we have
taken it upon ourselves to heap ver
Another night ofbinge drinking
Sarah Fenske
Co-Edit- or
This is a true story and all per-
sons actually exist. Names have
been changed to protect the guilty.
Matt doesn't look like a binge "
drinker. He doesn't fit any of the
typical stereotypes, be-
ing not a burn-o- ut or a
jock or in a section or
even an avowed party
animal. He is a good stu-
dent who hails from a
Catholic high school, a
guy Wooster recruited hard. Based
on his campus involvement, he has
been a good investment.
Matt is now drunk. It's not quite
midnight, and he is standing outside
his more-than-a-hookupnot-yet-a-girlfri- end's
room, talking just a little
too loudly and letting his eyes roam
down the hallway. "I'm not drunk,"
he says. He gestures to Kelly.
"She's drunk. I'm not drunk. I'm
going to the Underground."
Kelly falls into him. "Yeah, I'm
drunk," she confirms. She looks up
at him. "Aren't I?" Kelly and Matt
will not puke, have awful hangovers,
or suffer any serious repercussions
for their night. Still, their actions
constitute binge drinking under its
approved definition of five or more
drinks in an evening for men, four
or more for women. Experts would
call Matt and Kelly binge drinkers.
They wouldn't agree. The conse-
quences of their boozing a head-
ache the next morning, maybe a
little embarrassment on seeing
friends later seem a small cost to
the benefits.
Kelly and Matt started drinking at
9:10 p.m. Typically for them, they
It wasn't the binge drinking seen on the
news; it was low-ke- y, and that's usually
how "binging" is for Matt and his friends.
drank with a group of friends in a
room, this time seven others, all
regular drinkers. These friends had
begun drinking an hour earlier and
were already done with their second
gin-and-ton- ics when the two arrived.
Catching up seemed prudential,
so by 9:20, Matt had begun his sec-
ond Rolling Rock, and by 9:43, he
had started his third. Kelly was
working on her second. Experts say
that the liver can only oxidize one-ha-lf
ounce of alcohol per hour, but
by 10:05, Matt was drinking his
fourth and Kelly her third, sending
the extra ounces straight to their
brain. The Education Training Re-
search Foundation estimates that
three to four drinks for a 160 pound
person would give a Blood Alcohol
Count (BAC) of .07-.0- 9 and affect
reason, caution, intelligence,
memory, self-contr- ol, judgment, and
senses, it s no wonaer tne two
started feeling giddy.
At 10:21, Matt took his fifth and
his seventh followed at 11:05. He
had been drinking for less than two
hours, and he had already passed the
five allotted drinks for the entire
evening, but like many who start, it
. was hard to stop. At
11:35, protesting
that he was not
drunk, he took his
eighth. By that point
Kelly had drunk
five.
So how drunk were these two?
It's hard to say. Five drinks like
Kelly's affect senses and coordina-
tion. Eight drinks like Mart's could
push the BAC to . 19 and impair bal-
ance; although not in danger, Kelly
and Matt were clearly at risk.
Yet although the potential was
there, their night was simply non-dramat- ic:
a bit of grinding, a lot of
laughing, some running into furni-
ture and laughing hysterically about
it Nothing too destructive. Atone
point, they think they passed out sit-
ting on a bench outside Holden, but
somehow (and neither is sure how),
they woke up and staggered back to
Kelly's room, seemingly under con-
trol as they greeted Kelly's R.A.
"I'm not drunk," Matt insists as
he sits on Kelly's bed. "I'm going
to the Underground." Eyes sliding
shut, the beer's depressive qualities
bal abuse upon the opposing teams.
From where I was sitting, I heard
cries of "Poke their eyes out!",
"Kick him while he's down!", and
"Kick him in the jimmy!"
All this abuse came especially
easily, as the monkeys from the
psych lab in Kauke could have kept
at least a 10-poi-nt lead over Oberlin
- 15,'if the monkeys were allowed
to wear padding.
Finally, half-tim- e came around.
Doing pre-ga- me is easy; but half-tim- e
is always the real proving
ground. After receiving some words
of advice from our fearless leaders,
we took our places along the back
sideline. The drum majors led us
on, then took their positions stand-
ing on the short ladders on the front
sideline. We stood at attention as
their hands sprung to life, starting
into the conducting of "Malaguefia".
Our horns slowly came up as the'
percussion started the song's intro-
duction. I took a deep breath, both
to fuel my flute and calm my nerves,
and came to life.
I wished I could be a chameleon,
not that I really wanted to blend in
and become invisible (even though
that's easy to do when everyone's
wearing the same clothing), but that
I had. independently focusing yes
taking hold, they start to pass out
again. "Let me take my contacts
out," Kelly says. "We're going to
the Underground," Matt insists. He
passes out -
On Sunday at 11:30 a.m., the sun
streams through Kelly's window, a
harsh alarm to bloodshot eyes. ' "I
think I was drunk last night," Matt says.
"Just a little," says Kelly.
Of the nine friends who began
drinking together, each drank
enough to count the night as a binge.
One had as many as ten drinks,
which can raise the blood alcohol
level to a dangerous .23 and can
potentially shut down the body's
vital centers meaning death.
!!
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- one to keep on the music and one
to keep on the field.
I managed, though, choosing my
battles on where to play and where
to concentrate on marching instead:
We moved through our abstract
curves and lines, forming what
looked to me like a UFO or a piece
of hard candy. Finally, we came to
the end of "Malaguefia", belting out
the last eighth-note- s with staccato
precision.
After taking third-quart- er off, we
were relatively quiet through the end
of the game, only expressing out-
rage when the fantastically pitiful
Yeomen actually managed to score.
Who could believe it? -
Once the game ended, we
marched over to Lowry Center's
patio to play a serenade for the
campus, covering all our tunes
from the season so far; as well as
' features by the'dancejfs; pipers,
11
'"'
'
and percussion.''''
It had been a long day, especially
since it included running around in
black wool for around seven or eight
hours, but I knew it was worth it --
especially as I looked into the faces
of the crowd that greeted us at the
end of our parade to Lowry center
and saw how much our work meant
to.th":..--.- ,
with Woosters I, finest
And yet, not a member of the
party puked. No one was assaulted,
no one got hurt, and no one hurt any-
one. No one even got an alcohol
ticket. It wasn't the binge drinking
seen on the news; it was low-ke- y,
and that's usually how "hinging" is
for Matt and his friends. When the
recycling truck comes to take away
his beer bottles and the now-emp- ty
bottle of gin, they won't be alone in
the big blue bin, and yet the occa-
sion of someone actually doing
something they regret seems rare.
Matt and his friends drink in this
way, what the experts call binge
drinking. Matt and his buddies just
call it fun; so far, that's all it's been.
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iThat was then . . .
Our retrospective to Wooster 30 years ago
continues with a look at Oct. 11-1- 8, 1968.
In the Voice:
"Bomb Threat Fails to Interrupt Inauguration"
As J. Garber Drushal was inaugurated as the College's president in the
gymnasium, students outside were questioned by a police officer. The
College operator had received an anonymous call threatening a bomb.
According to the Voice, Public Relations Director Lowell Bourns and
Rod Williams, Secretary of the College, talked with the police and "de-
cided not to evacuate the building but to search it thoroughly. Bourns was
quoted in the "Daily Record" as saying: "I say ignore the threat. If we
break this up we'll be playing right into their hands. All they want to do is
ruin this wonderful event." No bomb was found, and the Voice diligently
added that "there was no explosion."
The Voice also noted the selection of the year's Homecoming Queen, a
perky student librarian named Urlene Brown.
In the New York Times:
The Tigers took the World Series from defending champs St. Louis in
seven games, despite a valiant effort from the Cards' Bob Gibson. Gibson
registered new records for the highest number of consecutive WS wins
(seven), WS complete game wins (seven), number of strike-out- s in a WS
game (17) and strikeouts in the series (35). , Gibson ,also chipped in two t
homers,. Jt wast, enough '.as the' j Tigers top aljrieven-l.- ,
Also in the headlines; "Two Nuons emerge jn '68 race; stump slogan-
eer and radio thinker. The first stirs the crowd with old-fashion- ed parti-
san rhetoric the second lectures the nation in a quiet, philosophical
tone." With Wallace wooing populists and activists still devoted to
McCarthy, the presidential race was looking bleak for the Democrats:
"Humphrey steps up his pursuit of defectors. Defections, largely because
of Vietnam, are on one side of him. Defections, largely because of fear of
Negroes, are on the other side of him. As he seeks to stem the tide, Viet-
nam refuses to hold still, while the issue of racial relations is mined with
:: I I I .
The Oct. 18 Times headline screamed, Mrs. Tonn Kennedy 1o Wed
Onassis. She and her twoiPkildrenWly to Greece."
COMPILED BY L.K. AND S.F.
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The Wooster Inn: it is. the best place to have elegant sex.
Rooms at the Wooster Inn are
available for as low as $90, so it
might be worth checking out as a
romantic alternative to just another
tired night in the residence hall. The
foicfrsaqdsivtJi ewnJailoi Atassi to
check out the posh atmosphere and
report back.
Leila Atassi
Staff Writer
The shimmer of white Christmas
.
lights mingles with the still summer-gree- n
hedges framing the doorway
on the Georgian colonial home. The
mell ;of hery' trees is encompass-rlng- j;
inviting! travelers and towns-
people alike into enchanting atmo-
sphere of The Wooster Inn.
Greeting visitors is the warm hos-
pitality of the Inn's staff and the
comfort that is offered by the gra-
cious architecture and early-Americ- an
decor. The numerous wreaths,
potted plants and artifacts donated
by past Wooster alumni create a do-
mestic quality to the Inn's lobby, in
perfect accordance with the couth
atmosphere generated by the intri-
cate1 grandfather clock, double
French doors and delicate draperies.
The center piece of the lobby's
coffee table is the creation of a
Wooster alumnus; a photo album
entitled, "A Pictorial of The Wooster
Inn Through the Years ..." This col-
lection of photographs and docu-
ments exemplifies the progression of
both town and campus, depicting the
Inn at the time of both construction
and the dedication. Excerpts of the
Inn's menu, dated Thursday, Sept.
10, 1959, were displayed in the al-
bum, including such entrees as
"creamed chip beef on toast points
with Idaho baked potato" for one
dollar. The pictorial was only a
glimpse into the history of this land-
mark establishment, whose structure
hadn't been altered in over 35 years.
The Inn was initially built with
.regards :jto a suggestion made by
Emeritus Charles Wishart, president
of The College of AVooster, 1940,
that the College and town were in
need of special accommodations for
guests and alumni." The Inn was
finally built for the College by Rob-
ert E. Wilson '14, modeled from his
home in White Plains, NY and dedi-
cated to his father, a Wooster alum-
nus of 1889.
.
: The.dning room, absorbs the glow
of chandelier lighting and the scent
of freshly cut flower arrangements,
, complementing the color scheme of
the decor. Large oak cabinets lined
with delicate glass and porcelain
dinnerware produced the secure and
comfortable feeling of "home."
Dave and Pat Clyde, residents of
Ann Arbor, Mich, and Wooster
alumni of 1950, were seated by
candlelight, discussing their stay at
The Wooster Inn.
"There's really nothing compa-
rable in the area. The Inn has ex-
ceptional dining services ... the
rooms are beautiful, and it's really
been improving through the years,"
comments Mr. Clyde.
The Inn was the selected site for
Pat Clyde's family reunion in 1960,
. and the couple have been patrons
ever since. ;
Mr. and Mrs. Clyde walked
through the many novel rooms and
corridors of the Wooster Inn, show-
ing off what their 38 years of visita-
tion has taught them. The halls,
lined with artifacts, decorative mir-
rors and beautiful oak furniture, pre-
pare the guest for what to expect
Photo by Eric Flowers
Spend a night at the VGboster Inn
upon entering the living quarters.
Each room glows in its own elegant
atmosphere, adopting a unique char-
acter that contributes to the unparal-
leled splendor of the establishment.
Meeting and banquet rooms oc-
cupy the lower levels of the Inn. rep-
resenting such themes as the "Tar-
tan Room" and the "Alumni Room,"
in which hangs a portrait of Will-
iam H. Wilson. The Billiard Room
contains the original billiard table
that had been installed at the time
of the building's dedication.
The Wooster Inn has given shel-
ter to numerous celebrity characters
in its 39 years of existence, as a flip
through the inn's "Autograph Bxk"
reveals such names as Robert F'rost.
Rosa Parks. Vince Cellini. JiveUn
Elders and of course. "Al" from
"Home Improvement."
"We really want our patrons to
enjoy the hospitality." said Nyxie
Buchwalter. a Wooster Inn em-
ployee. "We're often complimented
on the quality of our food and din-
ing services ... and the atmosphere
that we provide is more like a
'home' than a hotel."
The Wooster Inn truly exudes the
personality and visual elegance that
had been intended by its creators
nearly 40 years ago.
As Waldo Dunn stated in his ad-
dress on the morning of the dedica-
tion of the Inn, Sept. 9, 1959:
'Through The Wooster Inn will
flow a stream of people young and
old. There will be singing and
laughter and good fellowship. Here
will come alumni to renew old
memories and friendships. Here
will come strangers to make their
first acquaintance with Wooster.
Here there will be life, movement,
color, rest and refreshment."
Viewpoints
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Career Disservices?
It is obvious to many seniors that the Career Services
Office has its hands full this year. While Lisa Kastor, the
director, is on leave, Wooster newcomer Carrie Upper! has
had to hit the ground running. Unfortunately, this means
that publicity for graduate school programs and exams has
been sporadic, and information about up-comi- ng job fairs
or internships has been minimal.
The responsibility to help students with the transition from
college to graduate school or employment falls squarely on
the shoulders of the Career Services office. Seniors do not
have all the answers. They are often looking for help and
asking for direction. Between I.S., student teaching, re-
hearsals and performances, orals and classes, seniors need
help in attempting to apply to graduate schools, take exams,
write strong resumes, fill out applications and interview for
jobs. Does the Career Services staff understand that seniors
don't necessarily know how to write a resume' or apply for
grad school or had options for grants? Many seniors would
like to deal with their anxieties and understand the options
available to them through a conversation and interactive help.
Though Career Services offers its own newsletter and at
tempts to keep seniors informed through ads in campus pub
lications, staff members need to be available and receptive
to students requesting appointments. As it stands, students
are turned away with a little help, but it's just not enough.
Enough's enough already
Everyone loves Wooster when the leaves change. It's
easy to understand the desire to jam-pac- k this month full of
activities, but it's hard to understand why the Powers That
Be act on this impulse.
Fall Break almost has to be taken in October. And the pre-
requisites of football and an idyllic setting demand that Home-
coming happen now, too. But our parents love us more than
they love the leaves, so surely they would be willing to visit at
some other time. Maybe during one of those long, breakless
stretches instead of three weeks after a break. And the Trust-
ees? They've already dedicated themselves to the College, so
they could probably survive without the fall setting.
- We tend to let these extras slide in favor of what happens
between these heavily-schedul- ed weekends. When we have
three days to recover from break and get ready for Home-
coming, it's hard to get organized or excited. A little
more space between the events would make publicity more
effective and students more receptive to it. We want to do it
all while we're here, but the best of intentions won't make
us time to write those papers between weekends. -
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Binge drinking at VGboster? No!
Responses show debate about college vs. individual responsibility
College students have a reputa-
tion for being some of the heavi-
est drinkers in the nation. This is
most likely true. Lately, the con-
cern has turned from drinking as
a whole to binge drinking, a
phrase which strikes fear in par
ents and administrators and
brings smiles to the faces of col-
lege students. One reason binge
drinking appears to be so frequent
is that the definition of binge
drinking is a lot less serious than
the images and consequences it
brings to mind. When I think of
binge drinking, I think of students
so drunk they can 't walk, alcohol
poisoning, hospitals and hang-
overs. However, the most popular
definition of binge drinking, five
beers in one night, will not lead to
these consequences in most cases.
Five beers in one night isn 't a lot,
when you consider many people go
out from nine at night to two in the
morning. The body can process
approximately one beer in an hour.
Five beers in five hours would not
be nearly enough to get someone
buzzed, let alone injure them.
That said, 1 don 't feel binge
drinking is a serious problem on
this campus. There have certainly
been incidents which raise ques-
tion aout the drinking habits of
the campus, but as a whole most
people who go out and drink for
an evening are responsible about
it. I understand that the College
needs to enforce the state laws.
On the flip side, the College needs
to understand that, illegal or not,
college students will drink. Rather
than telling us to not drink at all,
we need to be taught to drink re-
sponsibility. To find out how
Wooster students and administra-
tors feel about binge drinking, a
random group of people were
asked the following question:
Is binge drinking a problem
on campus? To what extent
should the College be respon-
sible for the drinking habits of
its students?
hope these responses add some
new ideas to this debate.
David Lohr, Viewpoints Editor
"At a recent meeting of Deans
of Students from 24 midwestern
colleges similar to Wooster, binge
drinking was one of the primary
topics on the agenda and was
clearly a concern on every campus.
The experiences of those deans on
all campuses were similar to those
echoed by Residential Life staff.
Campus Security and the health
and counseling staffs at Wooster.
The professional literature my
staff members and I receive re
garding campus concerns high-
light binge drinking as a primary
issue at schools across the nation.
Indeed, there is hardly a day that
the topic is not mentioned in the
media, on professional list serves,
and in professional articles and
journals.
Any college has the responsibil-
ity to educate students about alco-
hol and other drugs so they can
make informed decisions for
themselves. In addition, a college
has the responsibility to respond
when alcohol useabuse affects a
student's ability to fulfill hisher
academic responsibilities. It also
has an obligation to hold individu-
als accountable when behavior re-
sulting from alcohol useabuse
endagers the individual's life and
or interferes with the quality of life
of others within the campus com-
munity. This college takes those
responsibilities quite seriously and
addresses them through a wide
variety of programs and services
such as educational programs, in-
dividual assessments by alcohol
and drug professionals and coun-
seling. Further information about
those programs and services is
available from my office, the Stu-
dent Health Center, the Office of
Residential Life and Housing and
the Office of Security."
Ken Plusquellec
Dean of Students
"In light of recent events, it is
my opinion that binge drinking is
becoming a growing problem on
this campus. In comparison to
other colleges, Wooster is some-
what mild, but nonetheless it is a
problem that I see growing and
leaving many on this campus who
choose not to drink with few safe
alternatives. Now, there are week-
end activities which are great if
you want to be back in your room
by midnight on the weekend. I ac-
tually do like to go to parties, but
most times the overwhelming
stench of alcohol in the building
and on people is too much for me
to bear.
I believe the College should take
some action, but they are some-
what limited. If people come to
this campus expecting to drink,
they will. I hate to sound fatalis-
tic, but it is difficult to change the
attitudes of those we assume are
responsible individuals."
Ardith Barrow '00
"I believe that binge drinking is
most definitely a problem on this
campus, as it is on the majority of
colleges and universities through-
out the United States. I think this
is a reality because of the way that
the use of alcohol is portrayed to
children and young adults. Alco-
hol is portrayed something that is
forbidden. I believe that this d-
irectly results in drinking too
much, especially when a young
adult goes away to college and is
on their own for the first time, with
no one there to tell them what is
right and wrong. Binge drinking
is not so nearly as large a prob-
lem in countries where alcohol is
not portrayed as forbidden, where
there is no drinking age. The
College should allow students to
make their own decisions about
drinking, and only interefere when
something that a student is doing
is disturbing someone else."
Kathy Esch '99
"No one is forced to drink.
Those who drink choose to. Those
who choose to drink should drink
responsibly. People who encour-
age others to drink should under-
stand that they are taking some
responsibility for the lives of those
they are encouraging. Unless the
College is promoting drinking, it has
not takenresDonsibility for the
dnriturg' hattkoflil slu (feats.
A student who drinks accepts a
certain amount of responsibility
when they decide to drink. If they
mishandle hat responsibility, they
pay for it. Maybe with a headache,
or maybe with their life. If you are
not willing to accept the possible
costs, do not take the risk.
Binge drinking is not the problem,
stupid decisions are. The College
is not responsible for the drinking
habits of its students, the students
who drink are. If you are going to
drink, you should understand what
you are doing and drink responsibly."
Chris Benner '01
"I think it would be foolish for us
to become trapped, once again, in our
'Wooster bubble' where we are im-
pervious to what occurs outside of our
campus. In this light, I think that
Wooster needs to keep an eye on al-
cohol consumption and on the rates
of sickness due to over-consumpti- on.
I believe that overall binge drinking
is lower here than at other campuses,
but there is one Wooster trend which
concerns me.
With security's recent crackdown
on campus parties, I fear that more stu-
dents will chose to drink off --campus
where regulations are less likely to be
enforced and the result may be an in-
creased tendency to binge at those
parties due to the 'belief that one can-
not drink while on campus."
Travis Grundke '99
precise answers that go beyond
"precedent" and "there was nothing
in the rules that said we couldn't."
If you are not clear on how the
funding system works or things re-
garding other funding sources
(Campus Council and WVN), ask
someone! There are many people
who would be more than willing to
provide you with accurate informa-
tion so as to avoid the "I'm not sure,
but I think" misinformation bug.
There is no shame in not knowing
something, no matter what your po-
sition in a group.
Finally, please don't be afraid to
say these four little words: "We
made a mistake." It is much easier
to respect and support a group that
admits to possible mistakes rather
than a group that is in total denial
that what was done was not the best
thing.
Please understand that I am not
writing this as a put-do- wn or yet
another SGA slamfest. This is
meant to be constructive criticism
for your consideration, and I hope
that you take my comments to
heart.
Rorie Nicole Harris '99
To the Editor,
Here we go again. Two years ago
we submitted a similar letter to the
Voice, hoping that action would be
taken to alter our college's invest-
ment policies. Unfortunately, there
was a lack of response from both
faculty and students, and no change
in policy occurred. So, we'd like to
give it another shot.
As stated in the Wooster Cata-
logue, the Wooster liberal arts edu-
cation provides "...an ability to bring
informed and rigorous reflection to
bear on contemporary problems.
Through all their work, students at-
tempt to identify those values that
give direction to human conduct."
Isn't it ironic that some aspects of
our College's administrative policy
do not follow the same values the
College claims to teach its students?
The problem lies within the
college's endowment investment
funds. When alumni provide money
for the College, it is placed into the
Endowment Investment Fund. The
money is then used to purchase vari-
ous stock. The College's invest-
ments in stocks should reflect the
social responsibility and values the
College claims to teach its students,
right?
Sadly, this is not the case. Ac-
cording to information provided by
the treasurer's office, the College
has investments in several corpora-
tions that do not practice social and
environmental responsibility. For
instance, the College has numerous
shares in corporations such as
Viewpoints
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To the Editor:
As I sat in Scovel last Wednesday
and Thursday night and listened and
watched our so-call- ed representa-
tives allocate money to various
groups, I truly felt saddened and
upset by my student government.
And with the personalization of is-
sues, the fumbling of parliamentary
procedure, and the lack of under-
standing and effective listening on
the part of the SGA members, it re-
ally should not come as a surprise
to SGA members when students
comment on the ineffectiveness of
It is much easier
to respect and
support a group
that admits to
possible mistakes
rather than a
group that is in
total denial that
what was done
wasnot the best
thing.
that organization.
To my representatives I ask
that you take a few steps back from
your positions of "power" and ex-
amine these issues from another
point of view. If there are rules that
apparently no one understands fully
or aspects of the guidelines that you
feel are not fair to all students,
CHANGE THEM! That's what you
are supposed to do! Don't hold on
to the same decisions that were
made by people one, five or 1 0 years
ago. The college community and its
needs change every year, so some-
times it's best to examine where you
stand and re-evalu- ate rather than
calling on precedent every five min-
utes.
I also suggest that you consider
student perceptions of your actions.
No, don't penalize a group that hap-
pens to have SGA members in-
volved, but when you do make de-
cisions about that group, be as ob-
jective as possible. That means
more that simply not letting those
members have a direct part in the
allocation recommendation for that
group. With the problems of the past
regarding possible biases in the
funding system, members should be
prepared to answer any and all ques-
tions regarding why a group was
funded a particular way. This means
that, yes, you need to think, "How
might others perceive this alloca-
tion?" and you should have clear.
4
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Disney, Coca-Col- a, Union Carbide,
Texaco and the infamous Royal
DutchShell, all of which have
proven themselves socially irre-
sponsible.
For example, Disney maintains
factories which subject its third-worl- d
employees to horrendous
sweatshop conditions. Coca-Col- a
operations in Nigeria support an
oppressive military dictatorship.
Union-Carbid- e is responsible for
one of the world's most notorious
environmental disasters in Bhopal,
India, leading to the death of mil-
lions. With the help of military re-
gimes in both Nigeria and Burma,
Texaco practices environmentally
unsound methods of oil-drilli- ng.
Royal DutchShell, however, is
the corporation with which we are
most concerned. Shell Corporation
has wreaked environmental havoc
among the Ogoni minority of Nige-
ria. It supports a military regime,
well-know- n for its abuses of human
rights. In fact. Ken Saro-Wiw- a, as
well as several other envionmental
and indigenous rights activists, were
executed in 1995. Today, Shell con-
tinues to maintain a strong presence
in the Ogoni lands of Nigeria despite
protest. More recently. Occidental
Oil Corporation (with strong ties to
Shell) has begun drilling for oil in
indigenous lands of the U'wa of Co-
lombia and the Siona and Secoya of
Equador.
After much protest and meetings
with Stan Hales and Bill Snoddy
since 1996, we were told that invest-
ment policies would be reviewed by
the Board of Trustees, and that our
pleas for socially responsible invest-
ment behavior would become a pri-
ority. Indeed, we even supplied nu-
merous alternative investment com-
panies, such as Green Investments
and Calvert Investment Fund, that
would ensure profit for the college,
yet also install social and environ
V - V vv
mental responsibility. It is now
1998, and the college's investment
practices remain unchanged. After
viewing the Endowment brochure
for 1997-9- 8, we saw that Shell was
not listed, however there was an
overwhelming amount of money
invested under the title of "miscel-
laneous." We inquired several times
about which companies fell under
Ifour college
practices do not
represent what is
taught in the
classroom, then
hypocrisy is a
fundamental
principle that
should be
included within
the Wooster
catalogue.
the miscellaneous label. Receiving
no response to our letters or phone
calls, we suspect that funds have not
been extracted from Royal Dutch
Shell.
If our college were to divest from
these abusive corporations, it would
send a message that we find their
behavior unacceptable. Also, the
funding these corporations would
lose helps to prevent them from con-
tinuing their socially irresponsible
practices. Because our tuition is
what runs this school, we all have
the ability to implement our opin-
ions about our school's practices.
. Why not get involved in trying to
S
halt these atrocious injustices whicTr-ar- e
ultimately being supported by
our college's investment practices?
This being the week when the Board
of Trustees meets to discuss fi-
nances, it is an opportune lime to
have our concerns heard In order
to assist in this important process,
sign the petitions that encourage the
college to divest from socially irre-
sponsible corporations. Better yet.
call or write the administration your-
self, and voice your concern.
If our college practices do not rep-
resent what is taught in the class-
room, then hypocrisy is a fundamen-
tal principle that should be included
within the Wooster catalogue.
Please take action on the aforemen-
tioned issue so that some injustices
toward humanity and the environ-
ment, condemned in our classrooms,
may be allievated. At the same
time, you will also be demonstrat-
ing that despite our administration's
activities, some members of the col-
lege community are willing to prac-
tice what we preach.
Bhavunn AWv 99
Jesc Ixirum '99
. ..Letters to the baitor
500 word MAXIMUM
Monday 4:30 p.m.
Letters will be edited
for space, grammar
and snarkiness.
Send letters to
C3I87or e-m- ail to
Voiceacs. wooster.edu
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Wanted: Acceptance
Chalk drawings andjeans are not the answer
David Lohr
Monday morning, in a half-awa- ke
state I walked out of my dorm to go
to class. But instead of stepping into
mundane old Wooster, I stepped into
a world of splendor. There were bright
colors, drawings and rainbows galore.
I felt like Alice stepping out of her tree
stump and into Wonderland. It was
magnificent. Yes. it was Wooster di-
versity at its finest. All of a sudden,
my fairy tale world was shattered
when from the distance, a friend of
mine cried. "Hey. where are your
jeans?"
Student Allies of Sexual Minorities
(SASM. formerly the GLBA), the
sponsoring organization of National
Coming Out Day on campus, encour-
aged students to wear jeans to show
their support for gay rights. I, and
many others, felt this to be a under-
handed attempt to rally support for
their cause. Couldn't the students who
support gay rights wear a ribbon or a
Every dayy gays,
lesbians and
bisexuals need to
make a conscious
decision whether
or not to reveal
their sexuality to
the world,
whether or not to
wear it on the
outside.
flower? Why jeans? Why something
someone wouldn't think about unless
the goal was to trick people into sup-
porting gay rights?
Contrary to popular belief, the goal
of National Coming Out Day is not
to have 1 700 jean-cla- d students walk-
ing around campus saying, "Hi, I'm
Joe. I'm straight, not narrow." Rather,
the goal is to have a day when people
need to stop and think about the ac-
tions they consider routine. Everyday,
gays, lesbians and bisexuals need to
make a conscious decision whether or
not to reveal their sexuality to the
world, whether or not to-we-ar it on
the outside. By the same token, on
Monday, students had to make a con-
scious decision whether or not to wear
jeans. Jeans, khakis, or full military
fatigues: students were forced to think
about how they were going to present
themselves to the rest of the world.
The fact is, however, that choosing
jeans as a sign of support for gay rights
is rather ambiguous. There is no way
of knowing whether the person ac-
tively chose to wear jeans or simply
threw them on five minutes before
class, not realizing the statement they
would be making for the day. By hav-
ing those who support gay rights wear
a ribbon or a pin for the day, people
would still be forced to think and de-
cide whether or not they care enough
about the issue to go pick up a rib-
bon. Those who support gay rights
would still be making a statement, and
those who don't would be able to go
about their business without the re-
sentment of having their style
cramped.
While the reasoning for wearing
something as common as jeans for a
day is good, most of the campus does
not understand it Chalk drawings
scattered across campus promote not
tolerance or acceptance, but rather
animosity. Heterosexuals do not go
around drawing pictures promoting
the heterosexual way of life on the
walls of the library. For the most part,
we do not purposely flaunt our sexu-
ality. Granted, it happens anyway. Sex
is a focal point of American culture.
However, sexual minorities do have
the same rights as the rest of us.
Whether or not they feel comfortable
showing their sexuality is. theireci--sio- n.
A day promoting tolerance isn't
the problem. But when the names of
famous people start appearing on the.
sidewalk (Leonardo DiCaprio,
Abraham Lincoln, and last year, the
Pope) people begin to get offended.
Thowing sexuality in the one's face
leads to discomfort. This is not ex- -
elusive to notriosejuaiirv. Many more ;
conserve
able discussing sex altogether, And. ,
as important as it is to help people gef
ov er that feeling of discomfort, these
ttactics will only irritate people.
- The concept of wearing jeans and
drawing pro-ga- y propaganda all over
campus works in theory. In order to
really gain acceptance (although I
think this is a fairly tolerant campus
to begin with), gays, lesbians and bi-
sexuals need to do the same thing as
heterosexuals . This includes walk-
ing around hand in hand and doing
everything else couples do. If people
see this becoming commonplace, they
will begin to accept it.
David Lohr is the Viewpoints
editor of'The Wooster Voice.
Absentee Ballots
Application forms for Ohioans
are available at http:
www.state.oh.govsos.
Written applications for the
Nov. 3 election must be re-
ceived at a voter's country
board of elections by noon on
Saturday. Oct. 31.
V
City of Wooster: why we should care
Dan Shortridge
"It is a newspapers duty to print
the news and raise hell. "
Wilbur Storey, statement of the
aims oThe Chicago Times, 1861.
The hallmark of quality journal-
ism, no matter what century, is stick-
ing to the basics, staying true to the
facts, and telling your audience
what's going on. But beyond those
basic rules of reporting are the
guidelines for true excellence which
editors and publishers seek to fol-
low: Be aggressive. Pursue every
lead possible. Be persistent. Ask
questions until you get the answers.
Be creative in your coverage and
branch out into new areas.
For me, that last commandment
strikes a chord. I grew up in a small
Delaware town with a twice-week- ly
newspaper with an incredibly cori-servati- ve
bias and a disinclination
toward in-dep- th investigations.
When I arrived on this campus last
year, I hoped that the newspaper
here would be different. Student
newspapers in general, and espe-
cially the Voice, have a unique op-
portunity, a special once-in-a-life-ti- me
chance to dare to be different,
to take chances. This Year, we are '
expfonnghitheiunar
SGA Funding Practices and Problems -
.
So what happens to ourmoney when SGA gets it? The simple answer is that it gets distrib-- :
uted. The more detailed answer is that some groups win, and some groups lose.
The Funding Allocation Committee has $9000 in the'general fund to allocate for the year, and
this semester they allocated $6000, leaving $3000 plus any unspent funds for allocation second
semester.? r x-- r ,-- ...
vL SGA has certain gujdelmesjthatthry; riavecom- - up with over
Their priority is allegedly
consistently true. A look at some of the projects they're underwriting reveals some of their
stranger decisions. - , . . .
Note to the squeamish: ' SGA considers these figures confidential, but an anonymous source leaked
them, and we felt it fair to run them.' It's your money shouldn't you know where it's going?
Anti-liber-al bias? ,
, FAC awarded five groups less than 40 percent of their funding. Four of these groups focus on diversity
and human rights. The average group received 62 percent of its request; tliese four avenged 23 pcrccr. t.
The breakdown:
-
'
South Asia'" .
Amnesty International .'- -
A benefit to H12 t
. s rec
: SGA re ted the Scier.ce zll;rrr.:-;:?- s re
to vv ViM ir.iteaa. iaxe a 10c :
model. Any given group can
Whether we realize it or not, the
City of Wooster and The College of
Wooster are inextricably interre-
lated. Writing Center consultant
Barbara Hustwit and Professor of
History Emeritus Jim Hodges sit on
the City Council. Students are ex-offic- io
Wooster citizens for eight
months out of the year. Our profes-
sors' presence raise the area's edu-
cational attainment levels. We shop
at local merchants, patronizing
Buehler's, banks, and bookstores.
Our alumni return to Wooster often,
sometimes to visit for a day, some-
times to stay for a lifetime. Our
Trustees contribute money to na-
tional and local political campaigns
and are heavily involved in commu-
nity development efforts. Without
the College, the fortunes of the city
would be in doubt. Those connec-
tions, and the stories behind them,
deserve coverage.
In these pages so far this year, we
have written about: the City .
Council's decision to improve
Christmas Run Park. You have read
about the lawsuit brought against the
College and a student by a former
Security officer, and the vote by
Wayne County to house convicted
misdemeanants next door to a
children's play area. This week in
FeatuKvouaiulucoveid2e.conj-.- o
n B
educational activities that benefit the
33, .- - , SASM
,' 31 l:
t, r :er a servic
r
. thisat t. . new
cr.ly receive f n e c
Gault, Chairman of the Board of
Trustees, has to both the city and the
College. News offers a glimpse of
the community's concern about do-
mestic violence, which the College
certainly shares.
And we have begun a new column
of police briefs culled from the
records of the police department. I
promise you more and better things
in the weeks to come.
Our expanded focus on the city
does not mean that we will neglect
the campus. It means, rather, that
our reporting and investigative in-
stincts will be sharpened, and that
we will pursue the stories on this
campus that need to be told.
The Voice is a student-ru- n news-
paper. This does not mean that we
are amateurish, to be laughed off on
the grounds that we are college stu-
dents who don't know any better.
We are students, that much is true.
We are students of our craft, jour-
neymen honing our skills through
every means possible. We are work-
ing, as did the writers of Storey's
time, to educate the public and up-
hold the ideals of aggressive, qual-
ity, factual journalism. Until all the
stories have been told and all the hell
has been raised, our job is not done.
cc v t Dan.Sharirideeis.theJtfews
Mt($tfMbWMM?cc- -
the yeirs to clarify what ihev
' or--w uite Lrta.iSfi Li--
i Cupcil, do.
campus, but this doesn't seem
.15
' the i:
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Top 10 Reasons Why You Should
Have Been At The Mike Super ;
Magic Show
10. You're 55 or older.
. .
9. You can't get enough of your Roller Rink Greatest Hits album.
8. If you missed your kid's birthday party, you could have brought him
and his friends along.
7. You just can't get enough metal ring tricks, dammit.
6. It's been a while since ycu and Kid N Play got out your red silk shirt
and tight black jeans. And you used to be so stylin'.
5. You don't get enough corny, perverted jokes from "Full House" re-
runs. ...
.
.
--
.
-
..
'
' ;
--
',
4. You always find yourself clapping along with old fColor Me Badd"
songs when they come on in church. ,
3. You've never held and held and held and held the hand of a semi-but-not-really-fam- ous
magician before.
.
2. You've always wanted to reach into a magician's pants to find scis-
sors on a Saturday night. .
1. You've always wanted to see Scary Spice levitate a magician while
being levitated. ' "' -- ;t; , ' : '
Mike' Super, ong "with hii assistant, performed many classic
Blacks tone like tricks. The audience was entertained by everything from
ring tricks to "mind reading" to levitation. The act was honed and his
tricks were well delivered. Although he performed many welt-know-n
tricks, he alio modernized his show by mercifully skipping the trauma
of purple mist and strobe Y hts, which was refreshing for a mask show.
It is not f!r to szy tht the MIhe Sjper show was not entertaining; and
although he ray tea repeat c.T.t Izt ia the eyes cf the Fashion Police,
we all cceJeJ a Ltthj r ; :s at V.'oostsiv However, if the carrpus of
Vooster, tci,- - ' .:s 1S-2- 2, Lad t.'tuJly' ttt.r.-a- d the rcrfor-man- e
a, 1.
.
.. .rs aave teea alj r...;5 Ji..a.-.- J
and c!.i;:i s. J to t. j:y th; slow, tut ths aaaoar--t cf actual stu
dents n .:.; .';.r. rs was r.:r.hr.;.l tt t
Uses for a thin wallet
When Movies 10 is too expensive, rent
Emily McClain
Staff Writer
Our schedules are in full gear.
Mid terms are looming. Due to that
crazy party you threw and those
speeding tickets you got over break,
funds are noticeably lacking. Who
has the time or the money to spend
at Movies 10? Fortunately there is
a solution to benefit each and every
campus slacker. Our friend the
VCR, with the help of Hollywood
Video, Blockbuster, or even that
Shell station on the corner can bring
you hours of staring enjoyment
without the aggravation of time
schedules, a line for the bathroom
or unruly high school students.
When was the last time you
checked up on the New Release sec-
tion? Betcha didn't know the big
screen "X-File- s: Fight the Future"
was coming out already. It's un-
likely, but possible, that one or two
students on this campus did not
make it to the movie's June 19 pre-
miere and may want to be clued in
on what all the obsessive sci-- fi hype
zzt.
cc vL::::t:i
a: J
was all about As for the rest of us,
the series premiere is impending,
and a quick rental will be sure to
brush you up on all the latest con-
voluted plots, characters and
MulderScully romance twists. Also
available on video are innumerable
"X-Fi- les episodes" from past sea-
sons, conveniently packaged to-
gether to tie into one another. For
those still looking to be indoctri-
nated into the X-F- iles craze, pick
up the "Pilot" episode, and follow
it up with a happy little tale called
"Ice." You will never play in the
snow again.
If you like twisted plots but sci-- fi
is not your thing, try "Wild Things."
starring Matt Dillion, Neve
Campbell, Denise Richardson, and
of course. Kevin Bacon. The fun of
this film lies in its unconcealed
shamelessness. It does not apolo-
gize for its wet T-shi- rts, its cheer-
leader butt-shot- s, or the full-front- al
Kevin Bacon (although, perhaps it
should apologize for that one.) It is
a sleazy movie about sleazy people.
However, somewhere amid the
Makin-Byr-d Takes Center Stage
Daren Batke
Staff Writer
One day you may see her on
Broadway, acting her heart out. Or,
she may follow the same path as Sa-
rah Michelle Gellar and Jennifer
Love Hewitt, if not for her talents,
then maybe because she has that
name thing going on. Regardless,
this aspiring actress makes time to
get involved.
Kerry Makin-By- rd '02 comes to
Wooster from Johnstown, Penn. ,
two hours east of Pittsburgh. While
attending Conemaugh Township
High School, Makin-By- rd spent
much of her time at the school av-
idly involved in a variety of extra-
curricular activities. In addition to
engaging in softball and volleyball,
she led the National Honors Soci-
ety, resided as vice-preside- nt of the
i Science Club and was president of
Forensics, a group dealing with the
art of speaking. While in this orga- -
.
nization, Makin-By- rd was ranked
sixth in the state of Pennsylvania in
the category of serious drama. Aside
from those clubs, Makin-By- rd en-
joyed being involved in high school
musicals, including The Wizard of
Oz," "Annie" and "The King and I."
Here on the campus, Makin-By-rd
;ii is busily working on the fall play.
Blood Wedding, which opens
Thursday Oct 22 and runs through
Oct 24. Makin-By- rd assumes the
role of The Wife. "The role is a lot
of fun to do," states Makin-By- rd.
"My character is very proud and de
and a slacker attitude
a new release or an '80s classic
babe-a-licio- us cast and the gratu-
itous body parts, there is a surpris-
ingly sharp and inventive plot with
plenty o twists for everyone. After
months spent rolling my eyes at the
mention of Neve Campbell (c'mon,
"Party of Five"?), I gained a new-
found respect for her ability as an
pop-ico- n. Or maybe it's just that
the role of smut-ska- nk fits her. At
any rate, it's two hours of unwhole-
some fun that will keep you far, far
away from that biology textbook.
Let's imagine that you are happily
perusing the walls of your favorite
video vendor. You come upon a tape
jacket featuring Meg Ryan and
Nicolas Cage. "City ofAngels," you
may think, how can this go wrong?
Learn from my mistake. First of all,
does cute little Meg Ryan look like
a convincing brain surgeon? Hmm,
do you think this movie might have
some sort of contrived sad ending?
And look again at that hangdog, tor-
tured look of love on Nicolas Cage's
face. Do you want to look at that
same expression for over two hours?
This film has an admittedly pleas
pendent on her husband, Leonardo,
played by Ryan Dodds ('01). She is
aware that he doesn't love her,. but
her purpose is to be a mother to their
child so she tries her best to keep
with him. It is a very challenging
role to master."
Makin-By- rd is one of three first-ye- ars
to receive significant roles in
this year's play, directed by Kim
Vaughn. The others are Jessica
DeFrange '02, assuming the role of
The Bride, and Arlyn Keith '02, who
plays the motherly Servant. "I am
just really excited to meet, these
great bunch of kids, and I am look-in- g
forward to working with them
in the future. 'Blood Wedding' is
super," said DeFrange.
Keith remarked, "'Blood Wed-
ding' is an incredibly unique play.
It manages to masterfully combine
a traditional story of a tragic love
triangle interwoven with surreal el-
ements and a great deal of symbol-
ism. I feel very blessed to be part of
the magic of this show."
Makin-By- rd is also appreciative
of the opportunity to become in-
volved theatrically. "I was never
given the chance to do plays in high
school," reflected Makin-Byr- d. "We
only did musicals. My opportunity
to have a role in this play is a great
way to start my acting endeavors at
the College."
In the future, this goal-orien- ted
first-ye- ar plans to major in either
theatre or psychology. She is
heavily interested in studies on do-
mestic violence and the justice sys--
ant concept: angel falls in love with
human and gives up everything.
However, the plot is so full of holes
and idiocies that by the end you will
be begging for somebody to die, and
you don't even care who.
Of course, if you can break away
from the allure and glamour .of New
Releases, the possibilities are end-
less. When was the last time you
saw "Ferris Buehler's Day Off," for
instance, or "Fast Times at
Ridgemont High," featuring that
stunning performance by Sean
Penn? If you are looking for high
quality entertainment, Hollywood
Video is even passing out lists of the
100 greatest movies. See how
simple it can be?
Grab your chosen feature! run
screaming from the mountain of
"Titanic" videos that is threatening
to swallow you and settle down on
the nearest couch. Pop some Movie
Butter popcorn and pretend you ac-
tually can get that paper done in the
morning. When the options are un-
limited, not to mention "Guaranteed
to be in Stock," how can you resist?
Photo bv Ei.isf Bkhktti
tern, believing it to be more punish-
ing than rehabilitating.
On those rare occasions when
Makin-By-rd has free time, she en-
joys writing poetry, listening to old
jazz. Buddy Holly, and avidly read-
ing. Next semester, Makin-By-rd in-
tends to become a trained volunteer
for The Rape Hotline. She also
hopes to join Habitat for Humanity
and the Women's Resource Center.
Keep your eye peeled to the stage,
as you may see Kerry Makin-By-rd
and these other fine first-ye- ars in
many more performances to come.
Matsos Famlv Restaur wt
mecumme that
Msnweo SochatksI
10 off all CO W. Kudena ind
(mailt? anal aW year 3000 A D.
UNI It I I
Great Desserts!
Sky Dive Now!,1
1-800-SKY-
-DIVE
www.800SKYDIVE.com
RON'S Colon Shop
Custom Picture Framing
Limited Edition Prints
Open Edition Prints
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143 E. Liberty
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A conversation with Rusted Root percussionist Liz Berlin
Lauren Kulchavvik
Co-A&- E Editor
"I just want the audience to feel
happy, and to feel like they've been
musically stimulated," said Liz Ber-
lin, looking forward to the Wooster
concert. This Sunday, the College's
audience certainly will be happy as
the six members of Rusted Root per-
form powerful, rhythmic
instrumentals.
Rusted Root's tour has included
several stops at colleges, which
makes sense, considering that the
band themselves began as group of
oo
college musicians at the University
of Pittsburgh. Regarding perform-
ing in gymnasiums and on Ivy
League quads, Berlin said, "I like it
... It seems a little more chilled out
than at big shows." - '"
In the late '80s,
Berlin (back-u- p
vocals, percussion,
violin) met Jim
Donovan (drums,
background vocals,
guitar), a classical
music performance
major at the Uni-
versity of Pitts-
burgh. Mike
Glabicki (lead vo-
cals, guitar, man-
dolin) and Berlin
met at a political
youth group where
they began as an
acoustic duo. Jazz
aficianado Patrick,
Norman (bass gui-
tar, percussion, vo-
cals) soon joined
the group. In 1993
Jim DiSpirito
(hand drums) and John Buynak
(guitar, percussion, flute, mandolin)
solidified the band. "It all expanded
really naturally," said Berlin. As a
Begixxixg Friday at
Cinemark
Movies 10
'Antz(PG) (12:25, 2:40)4:50, 7:00,9:30 p.m.
Urban Legend (R) (12:15,2:45)5:05,7:40, 10:15 p.m.
What Dreams May
C ome (PG-13- ) (1:05) 4:05, 7:20, --10:00 p.m.
Practical Magic (PG-13- ) (12:00, 2:35) 5:10, 7:45, 10:25 p.m.
Ronin (R) 4:15, 1 0:1 0 p.m.
There's Something
About Mary (R) (1:10) 7:10 p.m.
A Night at the
Roxbury (PG-1- 3) (12:30, 2:50) 5:15, 7:25, 9:40p.m.
Rush Hour (PG-13- ) (12:05) 2:30, 5:00, 7:30, 10:05 p.m.
Holy Man (PG) (1:00) 4:00, 7:15, 9:55 p.m.
Bride of Chucky (R) (12:10, 2:25) 4:45, 7:05, 9:50 p.itL
Beloved(R) (12:20) 4:10, 8:00 p.m.
(Times) are Saturday and Sunday only. ,
Sorry, no passes. '
For complete listings any time, call 345-875- 5.
liberal studies major, Berlin focused
on women's studies, poetry and
writing. Yet when the band's ven-
ues began branching past the local
coffee shops, it seemed like the right
plan to pursue a music careen "I al- -
ix , M
ways have been a musician since I
was small . . . my parents didn't even
mind that I left college because I had
a career track, so they were happy."
The name "Rusted Root" came'
about as a "free association of
words." The group pieced together
different images and sounds, and
this was the phrase everyone liked.
"You know you have something
when everyone in the room agrees
on it," said Berlin.
Before per-
forming, Root
prepares for at
least 25 minutes,
warming up their
voices, boosting
their energy
level, and some-
times ' doing
yoga. "You can
never tell what a
show is going to
be like before-
hand. Some
ill
times we get
crowds who body surf, but other
times there are crowds that are more
in tune with the artistry of the mu-
sic. The other day we had a body
surfer who almost landed on a small
child, and we had to pause the show
to stop that."
"Our shows are definitely fueled
by the audience response," said Ber-
lin. "Of course everyone gets ex-
cited when they hear their favorite
song. But at a
3F5T!5i?y few recent
shows, people
already know
the words to
the new stuff,
and that
means that
people are
trading boot-
legs since we
haven't even
released our
new album
yet. That's re-
ally encourag-
ing for us."
The flow in
Root's sets
varies from
mellow to up-
beat. "We like
to give people
a break and
then drive them wild. . .We've been
improvising a lot on this tour, for
example doing 'Martyr' and 'Send
Me On My Way' in a unique way.
ThaWspe'cialfor the kudiene'e,' bfet '
cause only they got to see that par-
ticular interpretation of the song."
The songs are born out ofjam ses-
sions. Mike Glabicki writes the ba-
sic structure of words and chords,
and then the others think about how
to add their own facets of instrumen
tation. We ve
spent three months
trying different
feels it's a col-
laboration," said
Berlin. The spir-
ited song "Martyr"
was one of the first
10 songs written in
the early days.
Regarding
Root's group dy-
namics, Berlin
said, "We're a
family. I have Five
brothers. We love each other
deeply." Like any family, there is a
deep-seate- d loyalty and support, de-
spite any disagreements. Berlin
brings her two and a half year old
Rusted Root Canned Food Drive
l In conjunction with the band Rusted Root, the Office
; of Campus Mhistpeij and (he Wooster Volunteer Net--
s work, we invite all concertgoers to bring a canned food
item (or any non-perisha-ble food item) to the concert ,
to receive a free momento of the concert. The WVN
. van will be parked out' front of the PEC from 6 to 7:30
p.m. to collect your cans. All food will be donated to a
local charity. Please help put with this great project.
son with her on tour. Plus, the four
spouses of Donovan, Glabicki,
DiSpirito and Buynak "are welcome
to come along, and often times they
do."
"We always get these really in-
credible stories," Berlin said. She
remembers the story of a woman in
a coma whose favorite song was
"Primal Scream." Her best friend
made her a tape with the song play-
ing over and over again, and one
day, the woman woke up to the mu
sic. The band also gave hope to the
life of a terminally ill boy named Ja-
son, a senior in high school. They
performed a benefit show in honor
or Jason, wno nas passea away
since. He provided the inspiration
for the song "Unspoken Place," a
slow, sad tune. "It's amazing when
we have fans that write us letters
telling us how our music helped
them through tough times," said
Berlin.' '- -' '"
'
Rusted Root has toured with the
Allman Brothers, PagePlant, The
Grateful Dead, and Dave Matthews
Band. "I've pretty much met all of
my heroes," said Berlin, for whom
meeting Page and Plant was "amaz-
ing their music transcends. I
thought that the guys were lying to
me when they Said we'd be work-
ing with them." Berlin talked with
Dave Matthews long before he be-
came a huge force in the music!
scene: "I remember that Dave was
telling me about ideas for the 'What
Would You Say' video when I first
met him."
Liz Berlin and her fiance have
built their own recording studio.
Though it's challenging, she has
been doing some shows on her own
without the other members. Of all
the places she has travelled, Berlin
finds Northern California, upstate
New York, and Boise, Idaho to be
especially beautiful.
Rusted Root's self-title- d album
will be released on Nov. 3. Doors
for the concert will open at 6 p.m.,
although a ticket booth in the P.E.C.
will open at 5 p.m. The concert will
most likely last two hours.
auditions for
A Streetcar
Named Desire
Wed and Thurs, Oct. 28 &29
Sign-u- p farms will be posted on
the Theatre board by Wed, Oct. 21
Individual group slots will be provided
starring at 7p.m.
Prepare one 2-min-ute monologue
.
from any Tennessee Williams play
and be prepared to COLD READ
from the Streetcar script
Scripts available in the Theatre Office
with $5 deposit.
Dale R. Shields, Director
Sports
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Football 'still perfect at
continued from page 16
would find the endzone again before
the first quarter would end, this time
with a 22-ya- rd pass from Judd to
wide receiver Brandon Good '99.
Thirteen seconds into the second
quarter the Scots found the endzone
again, this time Elser scampered 22-yar- ds
through the left side of the
weak Yeomen defensive line and the
score was 28-- 0. The offensive clinic
continued minutes later when from
the seven yard line Judd scrambled
and underhanded the ball to Good
for a touchdown.
After the touchdown. Good and
several other Scots ran over to where
many of the football alumni were
standing and gave them high five's.
It was a fitting way to bridge the gap
between past and present Wooster
football players. "
"Apparently it was somewhat
spontaneous," Barnes said. "I guess
in the huddle Brandon said that
when they scored on the next play,
they should run over and acknowl- - --
edge the alumni. You have to ad-
mire that sense of confidence and
respect."
Ben Arnold '00 added a field goal
and the Scots went to the locker
room at half with a 38-- 0 lead. Be-
fore the first half was over, back up
quarterback Justin Abraham '0 1 was
in the game.? r,;i-,r.- M - n,,,f , ., :
"We wanted to get Justin in with
Soccer wins
Continued from page 16
Kenyon and a tough Earlham
squad, teams like Allegheny,
Denison, and Case Western Re-
serve still wait for their chance at
the upbeat Scots. .
In the soccer-ric- h NCAC, every
game is a challenge. Except for
Oberlin, that is.
The Allegheny game was today,
as the Scots headed across the bor
some of the first team guys," Barnes
said. "We still have some ball games
left and our regulars need to play.
We had a two week layoff, and in
essence the starters only played a 30
minute game on Saturday. We have
to get the regulars some reps."
Oberlin was unable to move the
ball all day, and Wooster's prolific
offense continued did what it has
been doing all season, scoring
touchdowns. Throughout the sea-
son, the defense has been the cata-
lyst for the offense, keeping the op-
ponents offense off the board and
allowing the offense to exploit the
defenses weaknesses. Saturday was
no different, the Yeoman accumu-
lated only 1 14 total yards and were
unable to score until the fourth quar-
ter when Wooster's starters had been
on the bench for a long time.
The Scots continued to use the
combination of Elser and Wanless
running the ball, and both were able
to run all over the helpless Yeoman
defense. For the day, Wanless
rushed the ball 1 5 times for 76 yards,
and Elser carried the ball nine times
for 74 times. Ten different Scots
carried the ball for a total of 306
'yards rushing.
Four Scot quarterbacks saw time
in the game, completing 12 of 15
passes for 216 yards. Judd com-
pleted six of eight pass attempts for
149 yards and three touchdowns; --
Abraham came in and completed all
three straight
der to face the Gators. On Satur-
day, the Scots again hit the road,
this time to Granville for a match-
up with Denison.
Next Tuesday, Case Reserve vis-
its for what will be the first of five
consecutive home games finishing
out the Scots regular season. The
NCAC finale will be a 1 p.m.
pointment with Wittenberg on
what will probably be a chilly
Wooster Saturday afternoon.
SCOT LANES
Residence Hall Bowling Challenge Tournament
starting Monday, Oct. 19
Register in Scot Lanes by tomorrow for only $4 per team.
First Prize: Pizza party for 10!!!!
Second Prize: Scot Lanes certificate for
three free bowling games for each team member
Got South Park?
Scot Lanes does.
Can't get cable in your room? Then come down every night at 10 p.m.
and watch on the big screen in Scot Lanes. Free soda and snacks.
Tell all your friends "Mr. Hat made me do it!"
midpoint
four of his pass attempts for SO
yards, but spending most of his time
handing the ball off to a bevy of Scot
running backs. Brian Shellito 02
was in the game for one drive be-
fore giving way to Mike Ray 01.
For the day, Wooster quarterbacks
completed an amazing 80 percent of
their passes.
Good caught three passes for 64
yards and two touchdowns, and
needs a catch in two more games to
break the NCAA Division III record
for receptions in the most consecu-
tive games! Currently Good has
caught a pass in 35 consecutive
games.
"It's no secret that we have a more
talented team than Oberlin," Barnes
said. "Everybody got to play on
Saturday and that was great. I
wasn't interested in the shutout, I
am interested in winning football
games and we did that on Satur-
day. I am sensitive to Oberlin's
situation and didn't want to run it
up on them."
Next week the Scots will look to
continue their winning ways when
they travel to Gambier to take on
Kenyon. Wooster currently holds
the third longest winning streak in
Division III football and will be
looking to stay undefeated in the
NCAC. Kenyon started the season
with two wins, but have lost their
last three games.
"The started the season with two
good wins, but lost a wacky game
to Earlham and also lost their quar-
terback. Then this last weekend they
ran into a buzz saw at Allegheny,
who was coming off a loss to
Wittenberg. They are a well
coached team, and a lot of it depends
how much they respond to the lost
of their quarterback."
in
theGLCA
New York Arts
Program?
The program
director will
. . .
" cn circus
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Wall Blaich '65 dives into the endzone.
Celebrating 100 years
Homecoming brings alumni together
James Allardice
Sports Editor
In Wooster's 100 year football
history, no team has ever advanced
to the postseason. If you ask Head
Coach Jim Barnes, there would be
no better way to celebrate the cen-
tennial of Scot football than with a.
playoff berth. Since 1 889, the Scots
have compiled an overall record of
421-373-4- 2.
In Wooster's first season, 1889,
the Scots were 2-- 0, beating Denison
twice. In the first game in Wooster
history, the Scots won 48-- 0, and in
the only other game of the season
Wooster won 50-- 0. It would be the
final game of the 1890 season be-
fore anyone scored against them. In
their second season, Wooster beat
Denison, Ohio Sate, Kenyon.
Adelbert and Washington and
Jefferson, only allowing Washing-
ton and Jefferson to score four
points.
But after two years of dominat-
ing football. President Scovel
banned intercollegiate athletics be-
cause he believed they created an
unruly and profane atmosphere. For
the next ten years, Wooster was
without intercollegiate sports. In
1901, football was reinstated at
Wooster, but did not enjoy the same
level of success as in the first two
years. The Scots were 1-- 3, beating
Mount Union in the final game of
the season.
In 1906. the Scots were 5-1- -2.
including a 95--0 victory over Hiram.
This remains the most decisive win
in Scot football history. But
Wooster. would follow that with
eight consecutive, losing seasons
before L.C Boles took over as Head
Coach. Boles led the Scots to 12
consecutive winning seasons, in-
cluding three undefeated campaigns
in 1919. 1920 and 1923., Boles
J
Courtesy fw Ni-.- s Smvios
coached the Scots until com-
piling a record of 134-50-1- 9. His
tenure at Wooster was highlighted
by a 7-- 7 tie against Ohio State at
Columbus.
Over the next several years, th
Scots enjoyed moderate success but
were unable to return to the consis-
tent level that Wooster enjoyed in
the Boles era.
There have been man Scot foot-ba- ll
players that went on to promi-
nent careers in various fields. Blake
Moore, a 1 980 graduate i i Wooster.
went on to a successful career in the
NFL with the Cincinnati Bengals
and the Green Bay Packers.
In 1994. the Scot football team
finished w ith a dismal 1- -9 record,
but Jim Barnes took over in 1995
and quickly turned the program
around. In Barnes' first season,
the Scots finished with a 5-- 5
record.
Since then, the team has contin-
ued to succeed, improving their
record every season After last
season's historic l-- 1 campaign,
the Scots are looking tor another
NCAG Championship and a play-
off berth.
"I think for everyone there is a
certain aspect of this college, apart
from academics, that inspires a
nostalgic feeling." Barnes said.
"The nature of football, the mo-
notonous routine of practice and
physical nature of it. creates a
unique bond among those who
play."
In celebrating the 100th season
of Wooster football during the
Homecoming weekend, close to
200 former football players re-
turned for the festivities. There
was a ton of genuine enthusiasm.
Barnes said. l think all of our
athletes are fortunate to be apart
of such a historical and special
weekend."
Oct. 1:
Oct. 10:
Oct. 10:
OcLl:
Oct. 3:
Oct. 7:
Oct. 10:
Oct. 14:
Mens Soccer
Wooster 4, Oberlin 1
Wooster 2, John Caroll 1
Wooster 4, Kenyon 1
Allegheny 2, Wooster 0
Overall 4-5--2, NCAC 2-- 3
Volleyball
John Carroll def. Wooster 15-- 3, 15-- 6, 15-- 9 - .. v
Wooster def. Oberlin 15--9, 16-1- 8, 10-1- 5, 15-1015- -12
Wittenberg def. Wooster 15-- 3, 15-- 4, 15--7
Overall 7-- 9, NCAC 1-- 1
Women's Soccer
Obion Northern 2, Wooster 0
Wooster 3, Kenyon 0
Wooster 4, Heidelberg 0
Wooster 2, Wittenberg 0 '
Allegheny 3, Wooster 1
Overall 7-- 8, NCAC 2-- 2
National Sports Briefs
SD andNYadvance to World Series
The Yankees dream season continued on Tuesday when they claimed
the American League pennant by defeating the Indians in six games.
The Yankees won two out of three games in Cleveland and closed the
series in game six in front of the Bronx faithful. After having the best
regular season in American League history the Yankees faced a scare
early in the ALCS, being down to Cleveland 2-- 1. - "
On Wednesday night the San Diego Padres finished the upset of the
Atlanta Braves, winning game six. The Padres won the first three games
of the series, but Atlanta was able to crawl back into the series winning
game four and five in San Diego. ' w' y----" - ''
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Wooster Sports Briefs
Cross Country
The cross country team competed in the All-Oh- io Championship
on Friday at Ohio Wesleyan. The Lady Scots had a strong showing.
finishing fifth in the 18-tea- m women's division. The Scots finished
12th out of 17 teams in the men's division. The Lady Scots were led by
Emily Gorka '99 who finished 11th. Beth Huffman '99 finished 15th
with a time of 20:00. On the men's side, the Scots were led by Andrew
Dawson 99 who finished sixth. Nick Chiorian '01 was next, finishing
22nd with a time of 27:58.
Oct. 2:
Oct. 10:
Oct. 11:
Oct. 14:
Oct. 10:
Wooster
Oberlin
Total Yards
Passing Yards
3 Rushing Yards
Field Hockey
Wittenberg 10, Wooster 1
Brockport 3, Wooster 2
Wooster 4, Earlham 0
Denison 4, Wooster 1
Overall 3-1- 0, NCAC 3-- 6
Football
Wooster 55, Oberlin 8
Overall 5--0, NCAC 3-- 0
21
0
NCAA North Region
Columbus Multimedia
USA Football
Oct. 1:
Oct. 5:
Oct. 10:
Oct. 14:
17
0
14
0
Wooster
522
216
306
Rankings
3
8
5th
5th
7th
55
8
Oberlin
.114
113
1
Cricket BtWoosr
f '' ' ir yy ;: :, :- -
'
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Photo by Ben Spieldenner
Wooster 's cricket club played host to Haverfordfor the second straight
year. Last year 's match with Haverford was the first cricket match
ever played on Wooster soiL Because of the success of last years
game, cricket returned to Wooster over Homecoming weekend.
Lady Scots woes continue
VB splits against Oberlin and Witt.
James Allardice
Sports Editor
For most teams, a .500 record is
an indication of mediocrity, out for
the Wooster volleyball team, how-
ever, it is a lofty goal that finally ap-
pears to be within reach. It has been
14 years since the volleyball pro-
gram last posted a winning record,
and this year the Lady Scots have
as good a chance as ever to finish
over .500.
The Lady Scots headed into an
Oct. 1 match with John Carroll
needing a win to even thdir record
at 7-- 7, but were unable to win a
single game against the Blue
Streaks, losing 15-- 3, 15-- 6, 15-- 9.
Brenda Skeffington's team then had
nine days to mull over the sweep
before playing their next match.
On Homecoming weekend, the
Lady Scots played host to Oberlin
and Wittenberg and had another
chance to reach the break-eve- n
mark.
If Wooster could beat both the
Yeowomen and the Tigers, they
would leave Timken Gymnasium
with a .500 record and an impres-
sive start in NCAC play.
In the first match of the day,
Wooster battled Oberlin, finally
pulling out agrueling five game win,
15-- 9, 16-1- 8, 10-1- 5, 15-1- 0, 15-1- 2.
The see saw match saw the Lady
Scots battle back from a 2-- 1 deficit
in games to pull out the NCAC
opener.
, The second match of the day
would see a strong Wittenberg team
teach the Lady Scots a thing or two
about volleyball. The Tigers swept
the Lady Scots 15-- 3, 5-- 4, 15-- 7. Fol-- '
e.u.a i j v .--.. MJ i
lowing the split, Wooster's record
stood at 7-- 9 and 1- -1 in the NCAC.
On Tuesday Wooster jumped back
Jnto. actwntlookirjg fcmred?8pTen.
On Sept. L2 the Lady; Scots lotf a
heartbreaker to Carnegie Mellon 15-1- 1,
15-- 4, 5-1- 5, 7-1- 5, 15-1- 0 in the
Carnegie Mellon Triangular.
After defeating Pitt Johnstown
and Waynesburg in the first two
matches of the day, the Lady Scots
had their sights set on a sweep, but
saw Carnegie Mellon steal the mo-
ment and the victory.. v . : r- -,
.Tuesday the Lady, Scots;rwel- - l
corned Carnegie Mellon to Timken :.
Gymnasium hoping to even the
season series with the Tartans. In-
stead, Wooster ran into a much
improved team and were on the
losing end of a sweep. With the
15-- 9, 15-- 6, 15-1- 3 loss the Lady
Scots record dropped to 7-1- 0, 1- -1
in the NCAC.
Mandy Rearick '99 continues to
lead the young team with her vet-
eran leadership and impressive
play, tallying eight kills on Tues-da- y.
--
. ,
Hockey has
1-- 1 weekend
Jamie Mapes
Assistant Editor
Sunday the Lady Scot field
hockey team broke their six game
loosing streak with a 4-- 0 victory
over Earlham. Oct. 2 the Lady Scots
faced the most devastating loss of
the season, and team history, when
Wittenberg beat them 10-- 1. Last
Saturday the team faced a much
closer game against Brockport, loos-
ing 3-- 2 after The Golden Eagles
scored a tie-break- ing goal with 1 :49
remaining in the game.
The Brockport game saw goals by
Maura Finn '00, who scored with
1 8: 10 left in the first half, and Emily
White '02, who scored off an assist
from Amanda Bernadon '01 during
the second half. Statistically,
Brockport beat Wooster in both
shots (22-1- 3) and penalty corners
(7-4- ).
This week the Lady Scots will
travel to Kenyon this Saturday to
face the Ladies. The last meeting of
these two teams resulted in a 4-- 3
victory for Wooster. The team will
then finish out the season hosting
both Ohio Wesleyan on Oct. 24 and
Oberlin on Oct. 27.
As it sia'ndsythtf Lady Scots have
a record of 3-- 9 overall and 3-- 5 in
the NCAA. Bernadon leads the team
with four goals and six assists and
has also moved into a tie for fifth
place in the NCAC with scoring.
White follows Bernadon with five
goals, and Finn now is third with
three goals."
Hi. yn- -
" til ftf4- -
- f'rtffi
Diggers
Sports Bar &Niteclub
1865 BeaU Ave.
Wooster, OH
(330)264-777- 5
Tuesdayi Country Line Dancing $1.00 cover charge.
- Whia(lay:ColLIJ.$lJWBiMlIJBhtMmal
TharMlajT Karaoke site
Friday tc Saturday D.J. spinning your favorite tunes
Twice a month look for live bands
(sometimes we have well known bands, so watch closely)
We are open Tues. Sat 9 4 p.m.
We arc dosed Sunday and Monday
goals last year (seven) and
tying for first in points (16), all of
the position shifts have paid off.
Almost as frequently as he's
changed positions, Sestili has
changed majors. He started with
International Relations, considering
Pre-La- w, and from there drifted to
Business Economics and then Com-
munication. Finally, needing an
extra class, he drop by the theater
department, asking Professor Dale
Shields if he could sit in a class. "He
said, 'No. You're in or you're out.'
And walked away and started class!
And so I kind of said, whoa ... and
then I thought, what the hell," Sestili
said. "And then I loved the class."
After Acting I, he took Acting II,
again with Shields, and after a seri-
ous conversation, made a decision.
ing sixth. Next for the men was
Nick Chiorian '01 with a time of
27:58, followed by Robert Buckley
00 who finished 65th.
On Oct. 2, the Scots traveled to
Walsh University to compete in the
Walsh Triangular. Against Walsh
and Earlham the men's and
women's teams finished second and
first, respectively. On the women's
side, Gorka won the five-kilome- ter
race with a time of 20:04. Christy
Judd '00 was right behind her, fin-
ishing second with a time of 20: 1 1 .
On the men's side, Dawson con-
tinued to demonstrate that he has
fully recovered from a knee injury.
Dawson claimed the men's title with
a time of 26:48. For his efforts over
the past week, Dawson was named
NCAC Runner of the Week. Behind
Dawson was Chirorian who finished
10th with a time of 28:48.4. Buckley
was right behind him finishing 1 1th
with a time of 28:48.9
S3zZD
' Great for
Greek and
all winter
formats
1319N.
Millborne Rd
Betweenj Wooster andpurchase Orrville
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Athlete of
Sarah Fenske
Editor in Chief
Mike Sestili is an actor, which is
interesting in and of itself. There
aren't too many theater majors out
on the soccer field, and there cer-
tainly aren't too many NCAC soc-
cer captains who have moonlighted
as Ralph Waldo Emerson. No mat-
ter. If there's any guy who can pull
off the infinite paradox of the two,
it would have to be Sestili.
The key to understanding Sestili
is acknowledging his versatility.
"He can play in quite a few differ
ent positions," says Graham Ford,
men's soccer head coach. "I first
knew him in high school, and he'd
always played defender. To help us
out, he was playing midfield last
year and to start off the season this
year." Ford is only telling part of
the story. With the last two years of
men's soccer full of instability, Sestili
found himself playing everywhere
center midfield, left back, stopper,
sweeper, forward, back to sweeper,
back to forward, and now, finally, back
CC runs victory at "Walsh
James Allardice
Sports Editor
The men's and women's cross
country team knew they were at elite
company on Friday in Ohio
Wesleyan. At the All-Oh- io Cham-
pionship, the cross country teams
competed against the best of Divi-
sion III teams in Ohio and lived to
tell about it.
The Lady Scots were impressive,
finishing fifth irilhe 18-tea- m field.
As she has all season, Emily Gorka
'99 paced the Lady Scots, finish-
ing 1 1th with a time of 19:54. Right
behind Gorka was Beth Huffman
'99, finishing 15th with a time of
20:00. Sandy Tecklenburg '01 was
next with a time of 20:05, good
enough for 17th place.
The Scots did not fare as well as
a team, but Andrew Dawson 99 had
another impressive showing, plac
Lessons and
Clinics are
available
Pro Shop
330-684-14- 14 Am
Toll Free
'
888-684-10- 20
" 225 Sest
Restaurant NO ROOM
330-684-10-10 willi rr.s zl
the week Sestill takes field and staee bv storm
to what both he and Ford feel is his
natural position: left fullback.
Sestili is remarkably nonchalant
about all these changes: "You do
what's best. I trust Graham. If he
thinks that's where I'll do best
do what's best for the team it
doesn't bother me." Leading the
team in
ltaurant
Banquet Half
CHARGE!:,
"I said, 'Look, can I do this for a
living?' And he said, 'If you really
work at it.' So I said, why not?"
"I'd never really loved anything
like I had soccer," Sestili admits.
"Then I found this, and I knew it.
There was no question in mind. This
is what I love to do, so I had to do
it."Soccer, however, has not fallen
by the wayside. Sestili is now a man
with two loves, --becoming a soccer
player who acts as much as an actor
who plays soccer. "I know I'm go-
ing to play soccer always," he says.
"I will never stop playing the game.
I can't. It's kind of like, I never want
to stop acting. I just want to do it. I
just want to play. There will always
be a place to play."
For all his Hollywood dreams,
Sestili is not a flashy player. He's
into the game, no show-boatin- g and
no theatrics, a mental game as strong
as his fabled left foot. Those who
watch soccer speak of his uncanny
ability to see the field, to know
where the ball will be and to get
there. He's been playing since age
six, but Ford thinks his game has
never been better. In the last three
games, Sestili has knocked in two
game-winnin- g goals (one a header)
and contributed an assist as well.
"He's gained a great deal of matu-
rity, as a person and as a player,"
Ford says simply.
Sestili himself recoils at the idea
of being a star on the field. "I just
try and get things done, he said.
When pressed, he'll admit that he
had once dreamed of being an Ail-Americ- an,
but that isn't what he
thinks about day to day. "I realized
really quickly that it doesn't matter
Chalk another win up
James Allardice
Sports Editor
With the fall break weekend, there
were only two contestants and two
experts in Beat the Experts. Sports
Editor and expert James Allardice
'01 finished with 16 points first for
the second week in a row.
In a tie for second was Joe
Gutowski with 15 points, and there
was a tie for third as WCWS' Jacob
Johnson '01 and Todd Seney '99 each
finished with 14 points. For the sea-
son, Allardice continues to lead with
60 total points, Johnson has 50 points
and Seney has 47 points.
In this week's Game of the Week
in college football, number 12 Or-
egon will take on number 2 UCLA.
In other games of interest, number
twenty-fiv- e Georgia Tech will play
host to number six Virginia.
In the NFL the Game of the Week,
Bill Parcells new team will play his
old team. The New York Jets will
travel and play the New England
Patriots. In a game that features two
upstart teams, Atlanta will play host
to New Orleans.
4.'- -' f.. . , .
1.1 Lit ft ( V
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Mike Sestili '99 has scored two
as long as we're winning. I don't
care if I score a goal, I don't care if
I get an assist. It doesn't matter,
because I just want the team to do
well." Not that he isn't ambitious.
"I'm competitive at it," he admits.
"But it doesn't matter. Soccer has
never been an individual sport. You
can never look at it that way."
Despite the introspection that act-
ing methods entail, Sestili is never
less comfortable than when talking
about what makes him tick. He gets
excited talking about soccer and
about theater; ask him about him-
self and he clams up. "I don't like
Beat the Experts
Week 5
College Football
Game of the Week
Oregon (12) at UCLA (2)
Minnesota at Ohio State (I)
Oklahoma St at Kansas St (3)
Auburn at Florida (5)
Virginia (6) at Georgia Tech (25)
Clemson at Florida State (7)
Kansas at Nebraska (8)
Purdue at Penn State (11)
Arkansas (16) at South Carolina
Texas Tech (23) at Colorado (18)
Tiebreaker:
Guess the spread of the OregonUCLA game.
.Name
.
Please submit picks to Box.
voiceacs.wooster.edu
V v . .- - . ... .-- 4
-
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Photo by Amu ia Kays
gqh this yea r.
to evaluate myself." he says, visibly
uncomfortable. "I don't even like
to say this stuff. I would like to say
I was a friend; I would hope the team
would consider me a leader. . . . I
don't know. I work hard."
Ford and the team have counted
on Sestili for four years now. and
with the end in sight, everything
seems a little uncertain. He was a
starter from the moment he arrived,
and filling his cleats won't be easy.
Ford just plans on keeping it in per-
spective: "I always tell Mike that
when he makes it in Holly wood. I'll
be his personal trainer."
for expert
NFL
Game of the Week
New York Jets at New England
Greeen Bay at Detroit
Carolina at Tampa Bay
Baltimore at Pittsburgh
Cincinatti at Tennessee
Jacksonville at Buffalo
Arizona at New York Giants
New Orleans at Atlanta
Indianapolis at San Francisco
St. Louis at Miami
Box No.
.
Ext.
No. C-31-87 or email them to
by Saturday at 12 p.m.
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Scots roll, face Kcnvon
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JAM! S Al.LARDICE
Sporis Editor
It was a weekend that marked the
1 00th season of Wtxjster football and
so the Scots celebrated by with a win
against Oberlin with a victory simi-
lar to their first season of football in
1 889. Over a century, ago the Scots
played two games in their first sea-
son, beating Denison 48-- 0 and 50-- 0.
Saturday, the Scots crushed Oberlin
55-- 8, improving their record to 5-- 0,
3-- 0 in the NCAC.
CNN Sports' Vince Cellini, a 1981
graduate of Wooster, spoke to the
team at the pre-gam- e breakfast.
Barnes said, "He talked about appre-(- ,
ciating thei precious and fleeting
& moments od how many of tile
f alumni wh4 were visiting this week-
end yearned for the chance to strap
in on one more time. I told the team
that the tie mark of character is
someone wtio can take care of their
own responsibility and also handle
the burden of someone else. I asked
the team if they could play for some-
one sitting up in the stands who
wished they could be between the
lines just rue more time."
With cle e to 200 football alumni
present or Saturday, there was an
aura of hrtors that swept through
John I'. Pai Stadium. "We have to
gie credit to the presence of the
alumni," Humes said. "It was a spe-
cial weckcul at the College." With
Cifv-j- r
Cross Country
no meets :,cduled
"
--jl-
jL
photo by Ben Spjeldenner
all the celebration and the bye week
it would have been easy for the
Scots to not be focusing on the Yeo-
men, who have collected one win
in the past four years.
"I am pleased our guys played to
their capabilities," Barnes said.
"Sometimes I have anxiety that we
will lack focus but on Saturday it
was an efficient and convincing
win."
The defense set the tone on the
Yeomen's first drive, forcing a punt.
On the Scots first play, Jeff Elser
'99 ran right through the Oberlin
defensive line for a pick up of 20
yards. On the next play the Yeo-
men bit on the play action leaving
wide receiver Reggie Ray '00 wide
open deep over the middle. Quar-
terback Rich Judd '99 hit Ray for a
70-ya- rd touchdown pass, giving the
Scots a 7-- 0 lead. The Scots got on
the board early and never looked
back.
"We are always striving to be a
balanced team on offense," Head
Coach Jim Barnes said. "We had
perfect balance in the first drive."
After the defense again forced
Oberlin to punt. Wooster's offense
moved the ball down the field and
running back Brock Wanless '00
was able to punch it in the endone
from one vard out. The Scots
please see FOOTBALL
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Field Hockey
Sat. Kenyon II a.m. (A)
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Women s soccer shuts out opponents
Kirk Lapham
Staff Writer
The Lady Scots women's soccer
team played four games over the fall
break weekend. They started off by
traveling to Ohio Northern to play a
strong team. The two teams played
an even first half. Each team cre-
ated several scoring chances, but
defense dominated as the half ended
in a scoreless tie.
Ohio Northern got on the board
early in the second half as they be-
gan to wear down the Lady Scot
defense. Wooster stayed in the
game, creating scoring chances in
the second half as well, but could
not get on the board. Ohio North-
ern put the game away when they
scored again with just five minutes
left in the game.
The Lady Scots jumped all over
the Kenyon Lords in a rainy first
half, scoring three goals. Wooster
was able to keep Kenyon from cre-
ating many scoring chances in the
second half and finished the game
out with a 3-- 0 win.
Lealynd Pazderak '01, Talley
Clyde '01 and Megan Mueller '99
scored goals for Wooster. Head
Coach David Brown was pleased
with the team's performance in the
sloppy weather. The Lady Scots
faced Heidelberg on Wednesday in
an out of conference match-u- p. The
Lady Scots were able to take advan-
tage of the rain and create several
good scoring opportunities.
Wooster converted their opportu-
nities into a good start, scoring two
Streaky Scots look for momentum
Luke Lindberg
Features Editor
After a rough couple of weeks that
saw the Fighting Scots held score-
less over a three game span, the
Wooster soccer team has recovered
in a big way, winning their last three
games, two of those on the road, to
improve their overall record to 4-5-- 2.
The past three games were high-
lighted by a monstrous 4-- 1 victory
over Kenyon this past Saturday. The
past couple of years, the Lords had
handed the Scots their shorts, but
this year, Wooster took down the
mighty Lords, who have tradition-
ally been a Division III soccer pow-
erhouse.
Jon Freeman "99 scored the
game's first for the Scots at the
33: 1 8 mark of the first half. It would
Football
Sat. Kenyon 1:30 p.m. (A)
Chaya Chasin '99 evades an opponent.
goals in the first half. The Lady
Scots came out of the half focused
and put the game away with their
third goal in ten minutes into the
second half.
Wooster also added another goal
to make the final 4-- 0. Pazderak had
an outstanding game, scoring two of
the Lady Scots goals. Mueller also
scored for the second game in a row
and Emily Cole '01 pitched in with
the fourth goal.
On Saturday, a struggling
Wittenberg team came to Wooster
for a NCAC match-u- p. Wooster fi-
nally got on the board 15 minutes
into the second half to take the lead.
remain 1 --0 at the half, but in the sec-
ond, the Scots erupted for three
more goals in the second half,
scored in order by Mike Sestili '99,
Loic Pritchett '00 and Richard Al-
beit '02. Goalkeeper Mike Hulse
had 1 1 saves, as the Scots improved
their record in the NCAC to 2-- 2.
Before the Kenyon game,
Wooster took consecutive games on
the road from NCAC doormat
Oberlin and OAC rival John Carroll.
These three wins have raised
Wooster's record to a very respect-
able 4-5-- 2. considering three of
these four wins have come in the
past two weeks.
Senior captain Brad Pierce '99
continues to lead the team in scor-
ing with three goals and three as-
sists. Newcomer Richard Albeit is
second with three goals and a lone
Mens Soccer
Sat. Denison 8 a.m,(A)
Tues. Case Western Reserve 4:30 (H)
1
Photo By Lou Lindic
The Lady Scot defense continued to
play well as a unit and held
Wittenberg scoreless the rest of the
game. Wooster added a second goal
in the last minute of play to put the
game away. Pazderak scored her
fourth goal in three games and
Chaya Chasin '99 scored the Lady
Scots other goal.
Wooster's defense stepped up
over the last three games, recording
three shutouts. Wooster s opponents
are finding fewer good scoring
chances and Jessica Critchlow 01
has played well in the net. The Lady
Scots are now 7-- 8 on the season and
2-- 2 in the NCAC.
assist, and Mike Sestili has three
goals as well.
Unlike past years, however.
Coach Graham Ford's scoring and
assists are spaced out, with a num-
ber of different names contributing.
In addition to the aforementioned
names, Loic Pritchett has two goals
and two assists and Jeff Pacini 02
has one goal and two assists. Over
the past two weeks, Wooster has
certainly shown that they are not a
one weapon team.
But will these weapons be enough
to keep the Scots in their recent up-
swing? The next couple of weeks
should answer that question. Al-
though Wooster has already faced
NCAC foes such as Ohio Wesleyan,
Please see SOCCER WINS
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VoUeyball
Sat. AlleghenyOhio Wesleyan 11 a.m. (H)
Women's Soccer
Sat. Denison 6 p.m. (A)
Tues. Case Western Reserve 4:30 (A)
